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A COMPLEX BALL UNIFORMIZATION OF THE MODULI SPACE OF CUBIC
SURFACES VIA PERIODS OF K3 SURFACES

I. DOLGACHEV, B. VAN GEEMEN, AND S. KOND̄O

ABSTRACT. In this paper we show that the moduli space of nodal cubic surfaces is isomorphic to a
quotient of a 4-dimensional complex ball by an arithmetic subgroup of the unitary group. This complex
ball uniformization uses the periods of certainK3 surfaces which are naturally associated to cubic sur-
faces. A similar uniformization is given for the covers of the moduli space corresponding to geometric
markings of the Picard group or to the choice of a line on the surface. We also give a detailed description
of the boundary components corresponding to singular surfaces.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There are two main approaches to the construction of moduli spaces in algebraic geometry. One
uses geometric invariant theory which allows one to construct the moduli space as a quotient of an
open subset of an appropriate Hilbert scheme, the other one uses period maps to construct the moduli
space as a quotient of an open subset of a Hermitian symmetrichomogeneous domain by a discrete
subgroup of its group of holomorphic automorphisms. Both approaches suggest a way to compactify
the moduli space. In the algebraic approach one adds the equivalence classes of semi-stable points.
In the transcendental approach one considers the whole domain together with its boundary.

There are several remarkable cases where both approaches work. Comparing the constructions
gives a beautiful interplay between the algebraic theory ofinvariants and the theory of automorphic
functions. The historically first example of such an interplay is of course the moduli space of elliptic
curves which, on one hand, is the quotient of the space of binary forms of degree 4 by the group
SL(2) and, on the other hand, is a natural quotient of the upper half-plane by the modular group.
Similarly, binary forms of degree 5, 6, 8 and 12 give the moduli spaces of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree
4, and hyperelliptic curves of genus 2, 3 and 5, respectively. Using the theory of hypergeometric
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functions one can show that the corresponding domains are complex balls of dimension 2, 3, 5 and
9, respectively. Increasing the number of variables by one,one finds the ternary cubic forms which
leads again to the moduli space of elliptic curves, the formsof degree 4 corresponding to the moduli
space of non-hyperelliptic curves of genus 3 (in this case the domain is the Siegel upper half space
of degree 3) and the forms of degree 6 corresponding toK3 surfaces with degree 2 polarization (the
domain is of type IV in Cartan’s classification).

Using domains of type IV one can also give a uniformization ofthe moduli space of cubic and
quartic forms in 4 variables. The case of forms of degree 3 (cubic surfaces) was treated in the work
of K. Matsumoto, T. Sasaki and M. Yoshida [MSY], and degree 4 (K3 surfaces with degree 4 polar-
ization) much earlier by J. Shah [Sha]. Although cubic surfaces do not admit non-zero holomorphic
2-forms, so that the periods are not defined, there are identifications of this moduli space with other
moduli spaces for which the period map is defined. In [MSY] oneuses the moduli space ofK3 sur-
faces which have a certain primitive sublattice of rank 16 inthe Picard group. Such a surface can
be realized as a double cover ofP2 branched along the union of 6 lines in a general position. The
blow-up of the dual set of 6 points inP2 is a nonsingular cubic surface. Recent work of D. Allcock, J.
Carlson and D. Toledo [ACT] gives a different uniformization of the moduli space of cubic surfaces
where the domain of type IV is replaced by a complex ball. Thisball quotient is the moduli space of
principally polarized abelian varieties of dimension 5 with complex multiplication in the Eisenstein
ring Z[ζ3]. Each such variety can be realized as the intermediate Jacobian of the triple cyclic cover
of P3 branched over a nonsingular cubic surface. Independently this construction was found by the
second author and B. Hunt. Subsequently, Allcock and Freitag [AF] found modular forms on the ball
quotient which embed it into a nine dimensional projective space. Freitag [F] later proved that the
ideal of the image is defined by cubic polynomials and that thequotient ring is the full ring of modu-
lar forms. The image variety turns out to be isomorphic to a compactification of the moduli space of
marked cubic surfaces.

A similar approach works for Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 2 and 1 which can be realized as
surfaces of degree 4 and 6 in weighted projective spacesP(1, 1, 1, 3) andP(1, 1, 2, 3), respectively
(see also [HL] for another approach to a complex ball uniformization of the moduli space of Del
Pezzo surfaces of degree 1). All of this is based on the existence of an embedding of a complex ball
into a Siegel domain. It is also known that a complex ball can be embedded into a type IV domain.
For example a moduli space of lattice polarizedK3 surfaces admitting an automorphism of order 3
or 4 which acts non-trivially on the lattice of transcendental cycles is parametrized by an arithmetical
quotient of an open subset of a complex ball. This observation was used by the third author [Ko1]
and independently by the second author (unpublished) to construct a complex ball uniformization of
the moduli space of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 2. This moduli space is isomorphic to the moduli
space of non-hyperelliptic curves of genus 3 via the map which associates to a Del Pezzo surface the
fixed curve of the Geizer involution. TheK3 surface associated to such a surface is its double cover
branched along this fixed curve. In [Ko2] a similar description of the moduli spaces of curves of
genus 4 and of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1 is given.

In this paper we give a similar construction for the moduli space of cubic surfaces. To each stable
cubic surfaceS we associate aK3 surfaceXS with an automorphism of order 3. Its periods are
parametrized by a complex 4-ball and we do in fact recover most of the results from [ACT]. Our
construction is also closely related to the work of K. Matsumoto and T. Terasoma [MT] who associate
to a line on a cubic surface a certain curveC of genus 10 which admits an involutionσ with two fixed
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points such that the Prym(C, σ) is isomorphic to the intermediate Jacobian of the triple cover of P3

branched along the cubic surface. The curveC also admits an automorphismτ of order 6 such that
σ = τ 3. TheK3 surface associated to the cubic is the minimal nonsingular model of the quotient
(C × E)/〈τ〉, whereE is an elliptic curve with an automorphism of order 6. The branching of the
mapC → C/〈τ〉 ∼= P1 is very special, we have 7 branch points, 5 of which have ramification index
(3, 3) and two have index(6). According to Deligne-Mostow [DM] the moduli space of such covers is
isomorphic to an open subset of a complex ball quotientB/Γ. We identify this moduli space with the
moduli space ofK3 surfacesXS and interprete the monodromy groupΓ in terms of the orthogonal
group of the lattice of transcendental cycles on theK3 surfaces. We also give an interpretation of a
compactification of the ball quotient in terms ofK3 surfaces.

Here is the review of the contents of the paper. In section 2 westudy stable cubic surfaces. Since
these have at most nodes as singularities we refer to them as nodal cubic surfaces. We define mark-
ings of these cubics and we introduce the moduli space of marked nodal cubic surfacesMm

ncub. The
Weyl groupW (E6) acts onMm

ncub (the action can be described by Cremona transformations) and the
quotient variety isMncub, the moduli space of stable cubic surfaces. It has a natural compactification
Mncub, the moduli space of semi-stable cubic surfaces, which is obtained by adding one point. The
moduli spaceMm

ncub also admits a natural compactificationMm

ncub which is obtained by adding 40
points. It admits aW (E6)-equivariant embedding intoP9. We discuss different constructions of the
moduli spaceMm

ncub.
For a nodal cubic surface and a line on it we define in section 3 apair of binary forms, of degree

2 and5, modulo the action ofSL(2). Using this, we prove that the moduli space of cubic surfaces
together with a choice of a line on it is a rational variety.

In section 4 we define aK3 surfaceXS,l associated to a nodal cubic surfaceS together with the
choice of a linel onS. The surfaceXS,l admits a natural elliptic fibration as well as an automorphism
of order three. We show that thisK3 surface depends only onS (and not on the choice ofl) by
defining aK3 surfaceXS,l,m, wherel andm are skew lines onS, which can be seen to be isomorphic
to bothXS,l andXS,m. We writeXS for the (isomorphism class of such a)K3 surface associated
to (S, l). We relateXS to theK3 surface associated to a cubic fourfold with a plane, to the cubic
threefoldV associated toS by Allcock, Carlson and Toledo and to the ‘Matsumoto-Terasoma curve’
C.

In section 5 we show that the Picard lattice of a genericXS is isomorphic to the latticeM =
U ⊕ A⊕5

2 . The lattice of transcendental cycles is isomorphic to the latticeT = A2(−1) ⊕ A⊕4
2 . This

follows from the fact that the elliptic fibration on the generic XS has 5 singular fibres of typeIV and
2 fibres of typeII and some lattice theoretic considerations. We also computethe Picard lattices of
theK3 surfaces associated to general nodal cubic surfaces.

In section 6 we study the moduli space ofM-polarizedK3 surfaces(X, φ : M → Pic(X)). If
φ(M) = Pic(X), a M-markingφ is equivalent to the data which consists of an elliptic fibration
with a unique section, an order on the 5 reducible fibres of type IV or I3, and an order on the set
of irreducible components of each fibre which do not meet the section. AnM-marking on theK3
surfaceXS associated to a smooth cubic surfaceS is equivalent to a marking onS, that is, an order
on the set of 27 lines (or, equivalently, a choice of an ordered set of six skew lines). TheM-polarized
K3 surfaces(XS, φ) are distinguished from generalM-polarizedK3 surfaces by the property that
there exists an automorphismσ of order 3 which is the identity onφ(M) and coincides with some
explicitly described isometryρ on the orthogonal complement ofφ(M) in H2(XS,Z) for smoothS.
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The isometryρ fixes the periodH2,0(XS) of XS so that the image of the period map of the surfaces
XS lies in the fixed locus of a certain automorphism of order 3 on the period space ofM-polarized
K3 surfaces. This fixed locus turns out to be isomorphic to a 4-dimensional complex ballB. In this
way we construct the moduli spaceK3m

M,ρ of (M, ρ)-markedK3 surfaces as a quotient ofB. The
Weyl groupW (E6) acts naturally onK3m

M,ρ by changing the markings.
In section 7 we establish a naturalW (E6)-equivariant isomorphism from the moduli space of

marked nonsingular cubic surfacesMm
cub onto an open subsetK3m

M,ρ \ ∆m of K3m
M,ρ. The moduli

space of isomorphism classes of pairs(S, l) of cubic surfaces together with a choice of a line is iso-
morphic to the quotient ofK3m

M,ρ \ ∆m by a subgroup ofW (E6) isomorphic toW (D5). In this way
we obtain an interpretation of a line on a general cubic surfaceS as a choice, up to automorphisms of
XS, of an elliptic pencil with 5 fibres of typeIV on the associatedK3 surfaceXS.

In section 8 we study in detail the geometry of the discriminant locus∆m. We show that each point
[(X, φ)] ∈ ∆m admits an automorphismσ of order 3 such thatH2(X,Z)σ∗

containsφ(M)⊕R, where
R is spanned by all(−2)-vectors inφ(M)⊥ ∩ Pic(X). The latticeR is isomorphic tor (≤ 4) copies
of the root latticeA2. The markingφ defines an elliptic fibration onX and we describe its possible
singular fibres. We also prove that∆m consists of 36 irreducible components on whichW (E6) acts
transitively. The cubic surfaces with Eckardt points defineanother divisor inK3m

M,ρ and we prove
that it consists of 45 irreducible components permuted transitively byW (E6). Finally we show that
the Satake-Baily-Borel compactification ofK3m

M,ρ contains 40 cusps, again transitively permuted by
W (E6). This agrees with the results obtained in [ACT].

In section 9 we show that theW (E6)-equivariant isomorphism fromMm
cub ontoK3m

M,ρ \ ∆m can
be extended to an equivariant isomorphism from the moduli space of marked nodal cubicsMm

ncub to
K3m

M,ρ. We also show that the quotientK3m
M,ρ/W (D5) and the moduli space of nodal cubic surfaces

together with a choice of a lineMl
ncub = Mm

ncub/W (D5) are isomorphic. Moreover, the latter space
is naturally isomorphic to the GIT-quotientP1(2

5, 1, 1)/S5 × S2 = (P1)7//SL(2) × (g), where the
linearization of SL(2) is defined by weighting the first five factors with weight 2 and the last two
factors with weight 1. HereS5 acts by permutation of the first five factors andS2 acts by permutations
of the last two factors.

The configuration spaceP1(2
5, 1, 1)/(g) = (P1)7//SL(2) × (g) occurs in the work of Deligne and

Mostow [DM] and we show that the groupΓ is isogenous to the reflection groupΠ acting onB which
is generated by the reflection groupΠ′ of the hypergeometric function defined by the multi-valued
form ω = z−1/6[(z − 1)(z − a1)(z − a2)(z − a3)(z − a4)]

−1/3dz and an involutiong. Moreover, we
match the types of degeneration of the elliptic fibration corresponding to the marking and the type of
degeneration of a stable point set through this morphism.

Finally, in section 10, we compare the Hodge structure on theK3 surfaceXS with the principally
polarized Hodge structure onH1(P,Z), whereP is the intermediate Jacobian of a cubic threefold
associated to the cubic surfaceS.

2. NODAL CUBIC SURFACES

2.1. Nodal cubics and points inP2. A nodal cubic surfaceis a surface of degree 3 inP3 which has
at most ordinary double points as singularities. LetS ⊂ P3 be a nodal cubic surface with a node
P = (0, 0, 0, 1). Then its equation is of the form:

(2.1) F2(X0, X1, X2)X3 + F3(X0, X1, X2) = 0,
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where theFi are homogeneous of degreei andF2 = 0 defines a smooth conic. Projection fromP is
a birational isomorphismS− → P2 with inverse given by:

P2 − → S, x = (x0 : x1 : x2) 7−→ (F2(x)x0, F2(x)x1, F2(x)x2, −F3(x)).

It is a rational map given by the linear system of cubics throughB = (F2 = 0) ∩ (F3 = 0). The
inverse image of a point inB is a line onS. There are at most two nodes on a line inS which implies
that each point inB has multiplicity at most2. In particular,S has at most4 nodes.

Let S be a nodal cubic surface and letS̃ → S be the desingularization ofS. The fibre over a node
is a (−2)-curve, i.e. a smooth rational curve with selfintersection−2. The rational mapS− → P2

defines a morphismπ : S̃ → P2 which is the composition of birational morphisms

π : S̃ = S̃0 → S̃1 → · · · → S̃6 = P2,

where eachπi : S̃i−1 → S̃i, i = 1, . . . , 6, is the blow-down of an exceptional curve of the first kind (a
(−1)-curve for short).

Let E ′
i ⊂ S̃i be the exceptional curve ofπi and putEi = (πi−1 ◦ · · · ◦ π1)

−1(E ′
i). Let ei be the

divisor class ofEi and lete0 be the divisor class of the pre-image of a linel ⊂ P2 underπ. The classes
e0, e1, . . . , e6 form an orthonormal basis in

H2(S̃,Z) = Pic(S̃) = Ze0 ⊕ Ze1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ze6

in the sense thate20 = 1, e2i = −1, i 6= 0, (ei, ej) = 0, i 6= j. The canonical classKS̃ of S̃ is equal to
−3e0 + e1 + · · ·+ e6.

The anti-canonical map̃S → P3 mapsS̃ onto S and contracts the(−2)-curves to nodes. In
particular,KS̃ is orthogonal to the class of each(−2)-curve. Such a class is, up to sign, one of the
following 36:

ei − ej , e0 − ei − ej − ek, 2e0 − e1 − e2 − · · · − e6,

with 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ 6. Let pi = π(Ei) ∈ P2. Thenei − ej , i > j, is effective iffpi andpj coincide,
e0 − ei − ej − ek is effective iff the pointspi, pj andpk are on a line and2e0 − e1 − e2 − · · · − e6 is
effective if and only if the six pointsp1, . . . , p6 are on a conic.

It follows easily from considering equation (2.1) that other nodes ofS appear only when the cubic
defined byF3 is simply tangent to the conic defined byF2. Equivalently,S can be obtained as the
blow-up 6 points on a conic, where among the points there could be infinitely near points of order at
most 2.

2.2. Geometric markings. A minimal resolution of a nodal cubic surface is a Del Pezzo surface
of degree 3. Recall that a Del Pezzo surface of degreed is a smooth surfaceX with −KX nef
andK2

X = d > 0. For d ≥ 3, the anti-canonical linear system| − KX | mapsX birationally to
a surface of degreed in Pd with at most rational double points as singularities. Notice that we do
not assume that−KX is ample, in that case one should callX a Fano surface. It is known that a
Del Pezzo surface admits a birational morphismπ : X → P2 as in 2.1. A choice of suchπ and
its decompositionπ = π6 ◦ . . . ◦ π1 is called ageometric markingof X. Two geometric markings
X = X0 → X1 → . . . → X6 = P2 andX ′ = X ′

0 → X ′
1 → . . . → X ′

6 = P2 are calledisomorphicif
there exist isomorphismsφi : Xi → X ′

i, i = 0, . . . , 6, such thatπ′
i+1 ◦ φi = φi+1 ◦ πi+1, i = 0, . . . , 5.
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2.3. Lattice markings. The Picard lattice of a Del Pezzo surfaceX of degreed is isomorphic to

I1,9−d =< 1 > ⊕ < −1 >9−d,

the standard odd unimodular hyperbolic lattice with the standard orthonormal basis(e0, . . . , e9−d).
Let k = −3e0 + e1 + . . . + e9−d. Let k⊥ be the orthogonal complement ofZk in I1,9−d. Assume
d ≤ 6. Then the sublatticek⊥ is isomorphic toQ(E9−d), whereE9−d is the root latticeE9−d if
d = 1, 2, 3, the root latticeD5 if d = 4, the root latticeA4 if d = 5, and the root latticeA2 + A1 if
d = 6, formed by vectorse0 − e1 − e2 − e3, e1 − e2, . . . , e9−d+1 − e9−d. A lattice markingof a Del
Pezzo surfaceX is an isometry

φ : I1,9−d −→ Pic(X), such thatφ(k) = KX .

In particular, the restriction ofφ to k⊥ is an isometryk⊥ → K⊥
X .

A geometric marking defines a lattice marking byφ(ei) = ei with ei as in 2.1.
Let W (X) be the subgroup of the orthogonal group of Pic(X) generated by reflections in the

classes of the(−2)-curves onX. Two lattice markingsφ, φ′ : I1,9−d → Pic(X) are calledequivalent
if there exists an elementσ ∈W (X) such thatφ = σ ◦ φ′.

The proof of the following result can be found in [Lo].

2.4. Proposition. LetX be a Del Pezzo surface. Then there is a natural bijection between the iso-
morphism classes of geometric markings and equivalence classes of lattice markings onX.

2.5. The moduli space of marked smooth cubics.We denote byMm
cub the moduli space of marked

smooth cubic surfaces. Its points correspond to isomorphism classes of pairs(S, φ), whereS is a
smooth cubic surface andφ is a lattice marking ofS. There is an isomorphism:

Mm
cub −→

(

(P2)6 − ∆
)

//SL(3), (S, φ) 7−→ (p1, . . . , p6)

where thepi ∈ P2 are the images of the lines with classesφ(ei) ∈ Pic(S) in the blow downP2 of S
and∆ is the set of 6-tuples of points where either two points coincide, or three are on a line or all six
are on a conic. The inverse image of a 6-tuple consists of the surfaceS obtained by blowing up thepi

and the marking is defined by puttingφ(ei) equal to the class of the exceptional divisor overpi.

2.6. The Cremona action onMm
cub. The Weyl groupW (E6) is the subgroup ofO(I1,6) which fixes

the elementk ∈ I1,6. It acts naturally onMm
cub by composing a lattice marking with (the inverse of)

an isometry inW (E6):

W (E6) −→ Aut(Mm
cub), σ 7−→ [(S, φ) 7−→ (S, φ ◦ σ−1)].

Equivalently,W (E6) acts via the Cremona action on 6 ordered points inP2 (see [DO]). We will
simply identifyW (E6) with its image in Aut(Mm

cub) from now on.
The quotient ofMm

cub by W (E6) is the moduli space of smooth cubic surfacesMcub. Let pcub be
this quotient map:

pcub : Mm
cub −→ Mm

cub/W (E6) ∼= Mcub.
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2.7. The GIT compactification. Geometric Invariant Theory provides a natural compactification of
the moduli space of cubic surfacesMcub:

Mcub = P(H0(P3,OP3(3))ss//SL(4).

The stable points inP(H0(P3,OP3(3)) are the isomorphism classes of nodal cubic surfaces. Pointsin

Mncub = P(H0(P3,OP 3(3))s//SL(4)

are thus isomorphism classes of nodal cubics. The strictly semi-stable points all map to one point in
Mcub. The complement of this point inMcub is denoted byMncub, the moduli space of nodal cubic
surfaces.

The explicit computations of invariants of cubic quaternary forms, due to A. Cayley and G. Salmon
[Sa1], gives an isomorphism

(2.2) Mcub
∼= P(1, 2, 3, 4, 5).

The moduli space of nonsingular surfaces is isomorphic to the complement of a hypersurface of
degree 4 defined by the discriminant. In particular,Mcub is affine.

2.8. Moduli of marked nodal cubics. We can construct the moduli space of marked nodal cubic
surfaces as follows. Letk(Mm

cub) be the field of rational functions ofMm
cub. It is an extension, with

Galois groupW (E6), of k(Mcub) = k(Mcub). Now we defineMm

cub to be the normalisation ofMcub

in the fieldk(Mm
cub).

By its definition,Mm

cub is a normal projective variety and, sinceMm
cub is smooth (see sections 2.9

and 2.11), we have
Mm

cub →֒ Mm

cub,

the complement ofMm
cub will be called the boundary ofMm

cub. By construction, the Weyl group
W (E6) acts onMm

cub with quotientMcub:

p̄cub : Mm

cub −→ Mcub = Mm

cub/W (E6)

and p̄cub = pcub on the subvarietyMm
cub. Finally we define the moduli space of marked nodal cubic

surfaces to be:
Mm

ncub := p̄−1(Mncub).

This moduli space is the complement of a finite set of points, called the cusps, inMm

cub and the cusps
are all in oneW (E6)-orbit.

Despite its abstract definition, the varietyMm

cub is rather well-known. Below we present some
other constructions of it, and we show that the points inMm

ncub correspond to isomorphism classes of
marked nodal cubic surfaces. We do not know whetherMm

ncub is the (coarse) moduli space of some
functor.

2.9. Naruki’s model. In [Nar], Naruki constructs a smooth, projective compactification of the mod-
uli spaceMm

cub which he calls the cross-ratio variety. Its boundary contains 40 divisors which can be
blown down to 40 singular points of a varietyN . The varietyN is normal (it is smooth outside the
40 singular points andN is also normal in the singular points, whereN is locally a cone over a Segre
embedding of(P1)3). Hence the isomorphism on the open subsets, isomorphic toMm

cub, of N and
Mm

cub extends to a birational morphism

φN : N −→ Mm

cub.
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Naruki also shows that the action ofW (E6) onMm
cub (⊂ N ) extends to a biregular action onN with

quotientN /W (E6) = Mcub. This implies thatφN is a bijection. Hence, by Zariski’s Main Theorem,
φN is an isomorphism.

From Naruki’s description ofN , see also [CvG], one obtains that the forty singular points of N
map to the cusps ofMm

cub. Moreover, the boundary ofMm

cub consists of36 divisors, each of which is
isomorphic to the Segre cubic threefoldS3, best seen as a subvariety ofP5:

S3 :
6
∑

i=1

xi = 0,
6
∑

i=1

x3
i = 0.

The groupW (E6) acts transitively on the set of 36 boundary divisors.

2.10. Boundary divisors. The 36 boundary divisors are parametrized by the 36 positivesimple roots
of E6. Let α be a positive simple root, soα = ei − ej , e0 − ei − ej − ek, 2e0 − e1 − . . . − e6, with
i > j > k, note that indeedα ∈ k⊥ ⊂ I1,6. If (S, φ) is a marked nodal cubic surface such thatφ(α)
is effective, thenS has a node, cf. 2.1. To eachα we assign the divisorDα in Mm

ncub, we write:

Dα =











Dij if α = ei − ej

Dijk if α = e0 − ei − ej − ek

D0 if α = 2e0 − e1 − e2 − e3 − e4 − e5 − e6.

EachDα is isomorphic to the Segre cubicS3 which is a projective model of the GIT-quotient
(P1)6//SL(2) [DO]. This implies that the points ofMm

ncub correspond to marked nodal cubics. In fact,
for the points inMm

cub this is obvious, if a pointx is in a boundary divisorD then it corresponds to a
sixtuple of points onP1 which gives a geometrical marking of the corresponding nodal cubic, in fact
the boundary divisor corresponds a(−2)-curve on the nodal cubic surfacep̄(x) ∈ Mncub and together
with the sixtuple of points gives a geometrical marking of the nodal cubic, see also the examples in
2.14.

In particular,Dα parametrizes marked nodal cubic surfaces(S, φ) for which φ(α) is effective. If
φ(α) is effective andrα denotes the reflection inW (E6) defined by the rootα, then the lattice marked
nodal cubic surfaces(S, φ) and(S, φ ◦ rα) are equivalent. This suggests that in the Cremona action
of W (E6) onMm

ncub the reflectionrα acts identically onDα. This is in fact the case ([Nar], p. 22).
The Segre cubic has 10 nodesp1ij , for example,p125 = (1 : 1 : −1 : −1 : 1 : −1), corresponding

to the minimal orbit of sixtuples(p1, . . . , p6) of points onP1 such thatpi = pj = pk, pl = pm = pn.
IdentifyingS3 with D0, the nodes ofS3 are the cusps ofMm

cub lying onD0.
A boundary divisorD is invariant with respect to a subgroup ofW (E6) isomorphic toS6, under

the isomorphismD ∼= S3 theS6 acts by permutation of the coordinates. OnD0, which parametrizes
6 points on a conic, thisS6 acts by interchanging the 6 points.

The imagēp(D) of a boundary divisor inMcub is the locus of singular cubic surfaces. It is defined
by the vanishing of the discriminant invariant on the space of cubic surfaces, which is of degree
32 in the coefficients of the cubic form. In the isomorphism (2.2) it corresponds to the hyperplane
defined by the unknown with weight 4. Thus it is isomorphic toP(1, 2, 3, 5). It is also known that
the quotient of the Segre cubic byS6 is isomorphic toP(1, 2, 3, 5). Hence the restriction of the map
p̄ : Mm

cub → Mcub to a boundary divisorD is the quotient mapD → D/S6.
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2.11. A GIT model. We sketch another construction ofMcub. First we recall the explicit construc-
tion of the GIT-quotientX = (P2)6//SL(3) given in [DO]. The graded ring of invariants

R =

∞
⊕

n=0

(

H0((P2)6,⊗6
i=1π

∗
i OP2(n)

)SL(3)

is generated by elementst0, t1, t2, t3, t4 of degree 1 and one elementt5 of degree 2. Hereπi is thei-th
projection from(P2)6. The relation between the generators ist25 + F4(t0, t1, t2, t3, t4) = 0, whereF4

is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 4. ThusX is isomorphic to a hypersurface of degree 4 in the
weighted projective spaceP = P(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 2).

The quartic 3-foldV (F4) in P4 has 15 double lineslij corresponding to minimal semi-stable orbits
of points sets(p1, . . . , p6) wherepi = pj . Three lineslij , lkl, lmn, where{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} = {i, j} ∪
{k, l}∪{m,n}, intersect at one pointPij,kl,mn. It represents the orbit of the point setpi = pj, pk = pl,
pm = pn. It follows from the explicit equation ofF4 that its local equation atPij,kl,mn is given by
w2 + z1z2z3 = 0, wherew = zi = zj = 0 is the local equation of one of the 3 double lines meeting
at the point. This implies thatX is given locally at the pointP ′

ij,kl,mn = (Pij,kl,mn, 0) by the equation
uv + xyz = 0.

Let Z be the singular locus ofX andIZ its sheaf of ideals. One considers the linear system
|IZ(3)| ⊂ R3. A. Coble [Co] gives explicitly 40 elements of|IZ(3)| which span aPV ∼= P9 and
shows that the birational action ofW (E6) on X induces a linear action onV . We construct the
moduli space of marked cubic surfaces as the imageY of X under the rational map given by the
linear systemPV .

First we blow up the ambient spaceP at the pointsP ′
ij,kl,mn. LetEij,kl,mn

∼= P4 be the exceptional
locus. The proper inverse transformX1 of X intersects eachEij,kl,mn along the union of two hyper-
planesHij,kl,mn, H

′
ij,kl,mn corresponding to the tangent cone of the singular point. Theproper inverse

transforms of the lineslij are double curvesCij onX1. Each of the curvesCij , Ckl, Cmn intersects
Eij,kl,mn at a point. The three points span the planeΠij,kl,mn = Hij,kl,mn ∩H ′

ij,kl,mn. Next we blow up
the 15 singular curvesCab to get a varietyX2. The proper inverse transform of the linear systemPV
inX2 has base locus equal to the union of the proper transformsΠ̄ij,kl,mn of the planesΠij,kl,mn. Each
surfaceΠ̄ij,kl,mn is isomorphic to the blow-up of 3 points on the plane. The proper transforms of the
lines joining three pairs of points are double curves ofX2. Next we blow up the surfaces̄Πij,kl,mn to
get a nonsingular varietyX3. Now the proper inverse transforms of the hyperplanesHij,kl,mn, H

′
ij,kl,mn

become separated and the proper inverse transform of the linear systemPV has no base points.
Let Y ⊂ P9 be the image ofX3 under this linear system. Observe first thatY is a compactification

of the geometric quotientMm
cub = U/SL(3), whereU = (P2)6 − ∆ as in 2.5.

Next we shall see its complement. First of all we have 20 divisorsD′
ijk in X representing 6-

tuples of points wherepi, pj, pk are collinear. The sum of the two divisorsD′
ijk andD′

lmn, where
{i, j, k} ∪ {l,m, n} = {1, . . . , 6}, is defined by a linear functionLijk = Llmn ∈ R1 (see [DO]). The
corresponding hyperplaneV (Lijk) cuts out the quarticV (F4) along a nonsingular quadricQijk =
Qlmn. The quadric contains 6 double lineslij , lik, ljk, llm, lln, lmn. Let Dijk be the proper inverse
transforms ofD′

ijk in Y . Let Dij be the proper inverse transforms inX3 of the pre-images of the
curvesCij in X2. We have 15 such divisors. Finally, letD0 be the proper inverse transform of
V (t5) ∼= V (F4) in Y . It is easy to see that under the mapX3 → Y the proper inverse transforms of
the quadricsQijk are blown down to pointscijk = clmn. Also let cij,kl,mn, c

′
ij,kl,mn be the images in

Y of the hyperplanesHij,kl,mn, H
′
ij,kl,mn. Altogether we have 40 points which we call the cusps. The
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forty cusps is the set of singular points of the varietyY . So, we see that the complement of the image
of U/SL(3) in Y is equal to the union of 36 divisorsDijk, Dij, D0.

The Weyl groupW (E6) acts onY interchanging the boundary divisors. This makes them all
isomorphic to each other. This is easy to check. The restriction of the linear systemPV to the
quarticV (F4) is the map given by the partials ofF4. It mapsV (F4) to the dual variety known to be
isomorphic to the Segre cubicS3 ⊂ P4. This shows thatD0

∼= S3.
One can check that the varietyY is a normal properW (E6)-variety containing theW (E6)-variety

Mm
cub as an open subset. Thus there is a birational morphismf : Y → Mm

cub. We claim thatf is an
isomorphism. LetE be an irreducible component of the exceptional locus off . It is contained in one
of the 36 boundary divisorsD. HoweverD ∼= S3 has Pic(D) ∼= Z. Nothing can be blown down on
D. Thus we obtain that

Y ∼= Mm

cub.

2.12. Remark. In [ACT], Mm
cub is identified with an open subset of a smooth ball quotient. In[AF]

Allcock and Freitag show, using modular forms constructed via a Borcherds lift, that this ball quotient
embeds into aP9 and that the closure of its image is isomorphic to the Satake compactification of the
ball quotient, the boundary consists of 40 singular points.Freitag [F] proved that ideal of the image
of the ball quotient is generated by explicitly given cubicsand that it is a normal variety.

Coble, in [Co], defines a rational map(P2)6 → P9 which is SL(3)-invariant and hence factors over
Mcub. It is easily seen to be a birational isomorphism betweenMcub and its image. This map is
moreover equivariant with respect to the Cremona action ofW (E6). See also [Y] where in particular
the restriction to a boundary divisor is worked out. It is easy to verify that the image ofMcub lies in
the subvariety defined by the cubics.

In [vG2] the corresponding rational functions on Naruki’s varietyN ∼= Mm

cub are explicitly identi-
fied, and also the 40 functions used by Coble are given.

Matsumoto and Terasoma [MT] showed how to get this embeddingvia an embedding of the com-
plex ball into the Siegel space (of genus5) followed by a map toP9 given by explicitly determined
theta constants.

2.13. Moduli of i-nodal cubics. The irreducible components of the locus of marked nodal cubics
with i nodes are parametrized by unordered subsets ofi orthogonal roots (up to sign) inE6. We
denote byDα1,...,αi

the intersection of the divisorsDα1
, ..., Dαi

corresponding toi orthogonal roots
α1, ..., αi.

The stabilizer inW (E6) of such a locusDα1,...,αi
is the product of the subgroup of order2i, gener-

ated by the correspondingi roots (this subgroup acts trivially on the component), the permutations on
i rootsα1, ..., αi (≃ Si) and the subgroup generated by reflections in the roots orthogonal to thei sim-
ple roots. The stabilizer modulo the subgroup of order2i is the group of permutations of geometric
markings onS.

In casei = 1, the 30 rootsei − ej are all orthogonal to the rootα = 2e0 − e1 − . . .− e6, so we see
thatZ/2Z ×W (A5) ∼= Z/2Z × S6 acts onDα. Thus we recover the fact thatW (A5) ∼= S − 6 acts
on a boundary divisor.

In casei = 2, there are 12 rootsei − ej , (3 ≤ i, j ≤ 6) orthogonal to the two rootsα1 =
2e0−e1− . . .−e6 andα2 = e1−e2. They form a root system of typeA3. So(Z/2Z)2 ·S2×W (A3) ≃
(Z/2Z)2 · S2 × S4 acts onDα1,α2

.
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In casei = 3, there are two roots±(e5 − e6) orthogonal to the three rootsα1 = 2e0 − e1 − . . .− e6,
α2 = e1 − e2 andα3 = e3 − e4. They form a root system of typeA1. So(Z/2Z)3 · S3 ×W (A1) ≃
(Z/2Z)3 · S3 × Z/2Z acts onDα1,α2,α3

.
In casei = 4, there are no roots orthogonal to the four rootsα1 = 2e0−e1− . . .−e6, α2 = e1−e2,

α3 = e3 − e4 andα4 = e5 − e6. So(Z/2Z)4 · S4 acts onDα1,...,α4
.

2.14. Lines on a nodal cubic surface.A nonsingular cubic surface contains 27 lines. They represent
the classese0 − ei − ej, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 6, ei, 2e0 − e1 − · · · − e6 + ei, i = 1, . . . , 6.

Assume now thatS has a nodes0. Projecting froms0, we see that̃S admits a geometric marking
π : S̃ → P2 such that the imagespi of theEi (as in 2.1) lie on an irreducible conicC. If S has no
more nodes, the six pointspi are distinct. If there is one more node, we may assume withoutloss of
generality thatp2 is infinitely near top1 (i.e. E2 = E1 + C, whereC is a (−2)-curve and the point
p2 corresponds to the tangent direction ofC at p1). If S has three nodes we can further assume that
p4 is infinitely near top3 with the similar tangency condition. Finally ifS has 4 nodes we can further
assume thatp6 is infinitely near top5. From this we easily deduce the following facts.

If S has one node, there are 21 lines onS. Six of them contain the node, and are represented by
the exceptional curvesEi = φ(ei), whereφ is the lattice marking corresponding to the geometric
marking, we will simply omitφ in what follows. The remaining 15 lines have the classesφ(e0 − ei −
ej). The(−2)-curveC has classα1 = 2e0 − (e1 + . . . + e6) and the classesei + α1 = sα1

(ei) also
represent the lines on the node. So the lines on the nodes are limits of pairs of lines on a smooth cubic
surface.

If S has 2 nodes, there are 16 lines onS. The(−2)-curves areα1 = 2e0−(e1+. . .+e6) ande2−e1,
the orbits on the set of classes of 27 lines of the group generated bysα1

andsα2
correspond to the lines

onS. One line connects the two nodes and represents the orbit{e1, e2 = e1 + α2, e1 + α1, e2 + α1}.
There are 4 lines passing through the nodes0 which representing the orbits{ei, ei +α1}, i = 3, 4, 5, 6.
Another 4 lines pass through the second node. They representthe orbits{e0 − e2 − ei, e0 − e1 − ei},
i = 3, 4, 5, 6. The remaining 7 lines do not contain nodes. They represent orbits with one element,
given by the classese0 − ei − ej , 3 ≤ i < j ≤ 6 ande0 − e1 − e2.

If S has 3 nodes, there are 12 lines. There are 3 lines connecting pairs of nodes. They represent the
classese1, e3, e0 − e1 − e3. There are 6 lines each containing one node. They represent the classes
e5, e6, e0 − e1 − ei, e0 − e3 − ei, i = 5, 6. The remaining 3 lines do not contain nodes. They represent
the classese0 − e1 − e2, e0 − e3 − e4, e0 − e5 − e6.

If S has 4 nodes there are 9 lines. Six of them connect 6 pairs of nodes. They represent the classes
e1, e3, e5, e0 − e1 − e3, e0 − e1 − e5, e0 − e3 − e5. The remaining three lines do not contain nodes and
represent the classese0 − e1 − e2, e0 − e3 − e4, e0 − e5 − e6.

2.15. Pencils of conics.A conic on a nodal cubic surfaceS is cut out by a plane. The residual
component of the plane section is a line. The pencil of planesthrough this line defines a pencil of
conics. Thus the number of pencils of conics is equal to the number of lines. The preimage of the
pencil onS̃ is a conic bundle, i.e. a morphismf : S̃ → P1 with general fibre isomorphic toP1. A
standard computation shows that singular fibres off are of the following three types:

TypeI: F = E1 + E2, whereE1, E2 are two(−1)-curves andE1 · E2 = 1.
TypeII: F = E1+E2+R, whereE1, E2 are(−1)-curves,R is a(−2)-curve,E1 ·E2 = 0, E1 ·R =

E2 ·R = 1.
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Type III: F = R1 + R2 + 2E, whereR1, R2 are (−2)-curves,E is a (−1)-curve,R1 · R2 =
0, R1 · E = R2 · E = 1.

The number of singular fibres is equal to 5 if we count the fibresof typeII andIII with multiplicity
2.

The pre-image of the linel corresponding to the pencil defines a bisectionB of f . There are three
possible cases:

No nodes onl: B is irreducible.
One node onl: B = B0 + R, whereB0 is a (−1)-curve,R is a (−2)-curve,B0 · R = 1. Each

component ofB is a section off .
Two nodes onl: B = B0 +R1 +R2, whereB0 is a(−1)-curve,R1, R2 are(−2)-curves,B0 ·R1 =

B0 ·R2 = 1. The componentsR1 andR2 are sections off . The componentB0 is contained in a fibre.
Let p1, . . . , ps ∈ P1 be the points such that the fibref−1(pi) is singular. We assign to each point

pi the multiplicitymi equal to 2 if the fibre is of type I and equal to 4 otherwise. The divisor D =
∑s

s=1mipi will be called thediscriminantof the conic pencil. Letps+1, ps+2 ∈ P1 be the points such
that the bisectionB ramifies over these points. IfB is reducible, we assume thatps+1 = ps+2 = q,
whereB has a singular point overq. The divisorT = ps+1 + ps+2 will be called thebisection branch
divisor. Let us write the divisorD + T =

∑s
i=1mipi + ps+1 + ps+2 as

∑s′

i=1 nipi, wheres′ ≤ s + 2.
We order the points in such a way thatn1 ≥ n2 ≥ . . . ≥ ns′. The vectort = (n1, . . . , ns′) will be
called thetype vectorof the conic pencil.

The next table lists all possible type vectors. Also we indicate the total numberr of nodes onS,
the numbere of Eckardt points onl (i.e. points where three lines meet).

The column “Kodaira fibres” will be explained later in section 4.3.

2.16. Types of lines. Let l be a line defining the pencil of conics
Case 1), 2), 3) on the above Table 1:l is any line.
Case 4):l is one of 6 lines containing the node.
Case 5), 6), 7):l is one of 15 lines not passing through the node.
Case 8):l is one of 8 lines through exactly one node.
Case 8*):l is the unique line containing two nodes.
Case 9), 11):l is one of 6 lines not containing a node and not meeting the lineof type 8*).
Case 10), 12):l is the unique line not containing a node and meeting the line of type 8*).
Case 13):l is one of 6 lines passing exactly through one node.
Case 13*):l is one of 3 lines passing through two nodes.
Case 14, 15):l is one of 3 lines not containing a node.
Case 16):l is one of 6 lines passing through two nodes.
Case 17):l is one of 3 lines not containing a node.

3. CUBIC SURFACES AND2+5 POINTS ON THE LINE

3.1. The forms (F2, F5). Let S be a nodal cubic surface and letl be a line onS. Consider the pencil
of conics through the linel, cf. section 2.15. LetD =

∑s
i=1mipi be its discriminant divisor and let

T = ps+1 + ps+2 be the bisection branch divisor. LetF5(x0, x1) be a homogeneous form of degree 5
definingD and letF2(x0, x1) be a homogeneous form of degree 2 definingT .

It follows from section 2.15 that the following properties are satisfied:
(i) F2 6= 0;
(ii) F5 has at most double root;
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t Singular fibres Kodaira fibres r e
1) (2222211) 5I 5IV, 2II 0 0

2) (322221) 5I I∗0 , 4IV, II 0 1

3) (33222) 5I 2I∗0 , 3IV 0 2

4) (222222) 5I 6IV 1 0

5) (422211) II, 3I IV ∗, 3IV, 2II 1 0

6) (43221) II, 3I IV ∗, I∗0 , 2IV, II 1 1

7) (4332) II, 3I IV ∗, 2I∗0 , IV 1 2

8) (42222) II, 3I IV ∗, 4IV 2 0

8∗) (42222) 5I IV ∗, 4IV 2 0

9) (44211) 2II, I 2IV ∗, IV, 2II 2 0

10) (52221) III, 3I II∗, 3IV, II 2 0

11) (4431) 2II, I 2IV ∗, I∗0 , II 2 1

12) (5322) III, 3I II∗, I∗0 , 2IV 2 1

13) (4422) 2II, I 2IV ∗, 2IV 3 0

13∗) (4422) II, 3I 2IV ∗, 2IV 3 0

14) (5421) III, II, I II∗, IV ∗, IV, II 3 0

15) (543) III, II, I II∗, IV ∗, I∗0 3 1

16) (444) 2II, I 3IV ∗ 4 0

17) (552) 2III, I 2II∗, IV 4 0

TABLE 1. Pencils of conics

(iii) F2 andF5 do not have common multiple roots.

A pair of binary forms(F5, F2) satisfying properties (i)-(iii) will be called astable pair. Let V (d)
be the space of binary forms of degreed. A pair of nonzero binary forms(F5, F2) defines a point in
P(V (5)) × P(V (2)).

3.2. Proposition. A pair of nonzero binary forms(F5, F2) is stable if and only if it is a stable point
with respect to the diagonal action of SL(2) and the linearization defined by the invertible sheaf
OP(V (5))(2) ⊠ OP(V (2))(1). A semi-stable point corresponds to a pair of forms(F5, F2) such that
eitherF5 has a root of multiplicity 3 orF5 andF2 share a double root.

Proof. This easily follows from the Hilbert-Mumford numerical criterion of stability and is left to the
reader. �

3.3. Line marked cubic surfaces. Let (S, φ) be a nodal cubic surface with a geometric markingφ
on its minimal resolution and letl be a line onS. The Weyl groupW (D5), a subgroup ofW (E6),
acts on markings ofS stabilizing the linel. The quotient space

Ml
ncub = Mm

ncub/W (D5)

is the moduli space of isomorphism classes of pairs(S, l), wherel is a line onS.
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To a pair(S, l) we associate the binary formsF2, F5 as in 3.1. This defines a map

(3.1) Ml
ncub −→

(

P(V (2)) × P(V (5))
)s
/SL(2), (S, l) 7−→ [(F2, F5)],

where(P(V (2)) × P(V (5)))s is the open subset corresponding to stable pairs of binary forms.

3.4. Theorem. The map(3.1) is an isomorphism.

Proof. We have to show how to reconstruct(S, l) from the SL(2)-orbit of a pair(F5, F2). Let us first
consider the case whenS is nonsingular. We view the zeroes of binary forms as the tangent directions
at a fixed pointp ∈ P2 and identify these with lines inP2 containingp. Given(F2, F5), fix a conic
Q not containingp such that the lines throughp defined byF2 are tangents ofQ. Then a choice of
5 pointsp1, . . . , p5 on the intersection of the lines defined byF5 with the conic, no two lying on the
same line, defines uniquely (up to isomorphism) a cubic surfaceS with a line l corresponding to the
conic. It is obtained by blowing upP2 at the pointsp1, . . . , p5, p. Let p′i be the point onQ such that
pi, p

′
i, p are collinear. Let us show that replacingpi with p′i leads to an isomorphic pair(S ′, l′).

Note that changing(p1, . . . , p5) with (p′1, . . . , p
′
5) leads to the same surface because the points

(p1, . . . , p5, p) and (p′1, . . . , p
′
5, p) are projectively equivalent. This can be easily seen by choosing

projective coordinates such thatp = (0, 0, 1) andQ = V (x0x1 − x2
2). Thenpi = (1, a2

i , ai) and
p′i = (1, a2

i ,−ai).
Now it is enough to show that changing a pair(pi, pj) with (p′i, p

′
j) defines an isomorphic surface.

For this we consider the Cremona transformation with base points atp, pi, pj. It sends the conicQ
throughp1, . . . , p5 to a conicQ′. Chose coordinates so thatp = (0, 0, 1), pi = (1, 0, 0), pj = (0, 1, 0).
Then the sides of the triangle of base points are mapped to theopposite vertices. The transformation
looks like (x0, x1, x2) 7→ (x1x2, x0x2, x0x1). Now we know that the image ofp′i lying on the line
〈pi, p〉 is pj and the image ofp′j is pi. The transformation leaves invariant any linel throughp not
equal to a side of the triangle and induces a non-trivial involution on it. In particular,Q andQ′ have
the same tangent lines throughp and have 2 common pointspi, pj. It is easy to see that they must
coincide. Hence the pointpk goes top′k for k 6= i, j. Composing with a projective transformation we
mappi to p′j, pj to p′i and do not changepk, k 6= i, j.

Thus we have constructed a map from(P(V (2))′ × P(V (5))s)/SL(2) to Ml
cub. Let us show that

it inverts the map (3.1). Choose a linem not intersectingl and 5 skew linesl′1, . . . , l
′
5 intersectingl

andm. Let l1, . . . , l5 be the lines such thatl, li, l′i are coplanar. Then we can blow down the skew
lines l1, . . . , l5, m to the pointsp1, . . . , p5, p, respectively. The image ofl is a conicQ through the
pointsp1, . . . , p5. The image of the linel′i is the line〈pi, p〉. The pencil of planes through the linel
corresponds to the pencil of lines throughp. Thus the pair of binary forms(F5, F2) defined by(S, l)
corresponds to the tangent directions atp. Clearly, the pair(S ′, l′) reconstructed from(F5, F2) by the
previous construction is isomorphic to(S, l).

Now assume thatS has nodes. Let us interpret the first column of Table 1 as the type of the pair
(F5, F2) in the following way.

(1) t = (2222211) corresponds to the case whenF5, F2 have no multiple roots and no roots in
common;

(2) t = (322221) corresponds to the case whenF5, F2 have no multiple roots and one common
root;

(3) t = (332222) corresponds to the case whenF5, F2 have no multiple roots and two common
roots;
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(4) t = (222222) corresponds to the case whenF5 has no multiple roots,F2 has a double root
which is not a root ofF5;

(5) t = (422211) corresponds to the case whenF5 has one double root,F2 has two roots which
are not roots ofF5;

(6) t = (43221) corresponds to the case whenF5 has one double root,F2 has two roots, one of
them is a root ofF5;

(7) t = (4332) corresponds to the case whenF5 has one double root,F2 has two roots which are
roots ofF5;

(8) t = (42222) corresponds to the case whenF5 has one double root,F2 has a double root;
(8*) t = (42222) corresponds to the case whenF2 has a double root which is a simple root ofF5;
(9) t = (44211) corresponds to the case whenF5 has two double roots,F2 has two roots which

are not roots ofF5;
(10) t = (52221) corresponds to the case whenF5 has one double root which is a simple root of

F2, the other root ofF2 is not a root ofF5;
(11) t = (4431) corresponds to the case whenF5 has two double roots and its simple root is a root

of F2, the other root ofF2 is not a root ofF5;
(12) t = (5322) corresponds to the case whenF5 has one double root which is a simple roots of

F2 and another root ofF2 is a simple root ofF5;
(13) t = (4422) corresponds to the case whenF5 has one double root,F2 has a double root which

is a simple root ofF5;
(13*) t = (4422) corresponds to the case whenF5 has two double roots,F2 has a double root which

is not a root ofF5;
(14) t = (5421) corresponds to the case whenF5 has two double roots, one of which is a simple

root ofF2, the other root ofF2 is not a root ofF5;
(15) t = (543) corresponds to the case whenF5 has two double roots,F2 has two roots in common

with F5, one of them is a double root ofF5;
(16) t = (444) corresponds to the case whenF5 has two double roots and its simple root is a

double root ofF2;
(17) t = (552) corresponds to the case whenF5 has two double roots which are simple roots of

F2.

We reconstruct the surface(S, l) in each case as the blow-up of a pointp and 5 pointsp1, . . . , p5 lying
on the intersection of linesL1, . . . , L5 with a conicQ throughp1, . . . , p5 not containingp. We may
take two pointspi andpj collinear withp. This is indicated by saying thatLi = Lj . The pointspi, pj

could be infinitely near in which case we indicate that the corresponding lines coincide and touchQ.
The conicQ could also consist of two linesH1 andH2.

1) A smooth conicQ and five linesL1, ..., L5 throughp.
2) A lineLi is tangent toQ.
3) Two linesLi, Lj are two tangent lines ofQ.
4) Q splits into two linesH1 +H2, but none of theLi contains the pointH1 ∩H2.
5) Two linesLi andLj coincide.
6) A lineLi is tangent toQ andLj = Lk.
7) Two linesLi, Lj are two tangent lines ofQ andLk = Ll.
8) Q splits into two lines and two linesLi, Lj coincide.

8*) Q splits into two linesH1 +H2 and a lineLi contains the pointH1 ∩H2.
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9) Li = Lj andLk = Ll.
10) Li = Lj and this line is tangent toQ.
11) A lineLi is tangent toQ andLj = Lk, Ll = Lm.
12) Li = Lj andLk are two tangent lines ofQ.
13) Q splits into two linesH1 +H2, a lineLi contains the pointH1 ∩H2 andLj = Lk.

13*) Q splits into two linesH1, H2, no line contains the pointH1 ∩H2 andLi = Lj , Lk = Ll.
14) Li = Lj is tangent toQ andLk = Ll.
15) Li = Lj andLk are tangent lines ofQ andLl = Lm.
16) Q splits into two linesH1 +H2, Li contains the pointH1 ∩H2 andLj = Lk, Ll = Lm.
17) Li = Lj andLk = Ll are two tangent lines ofQ.

As in the nonsingular case, we show that this defines the inverse map. �

3.5. Since the variety(P(V (2))× P(V (5)))/SL(2) is obviously birationally isomorphic to the quo-
tientP(V (5))/C∗ (by fixing first a binary form of degree 2), we obtain the following:

3.6. Corollary. The moduli spaceMl
cub is isomorphic to an open subset of a toric variety. In partic-

ular, it is rational.

3.7. Remark. It is well-known that the moduli space of cubic surfaces is rational. However, as far as
we know, the rationality of the spaceMl

cub was not known. Note also that the moduli spaceMl
cub is

birationally isomorphic to the universal surface over the moduli space of Del Pezzo surfaces of degree
4.

4. THE K3 SURFACE ASSOCIATED TO A CUBIC SURFACE

4.1. In the previous section we associated a pair of binary forms(F2, F5) to a nodal cubic surfaceS
with a linel. We now use these binary forms to define aK3 surfaceXS,l.

We will show thatXS,l depends only on the nodal cubicS and that the lines on a genericS corre-
spond to certain ‘standard’ elliptic fibrations (cf. section 6.20, Corollary 7.6). Finally we relateXS,l

to S using a cubic fourfold.

4.2. Definition. Let S be a nodal cubic surface and letl be a line onS. LetF2(x0, x1) be a homoge-
neous form of degree 2 and letF5(x0, x1) be a homogeneous form of degree 5 associated to(S, l) as
in 3.1.

To the pair(S, l) we associate a surfaceXS,l which is a nonsingular minimal model of the double
plane with the branch divisor

(4.1) W : x2(F2(x0, x1)x
3
2 + F5(x0, x1)) = 0.

It is easy to check that the properties (i)-(iii) in 3.1 are equivalent to the property that any singular
point of the curveW is analytically equivalent to a singularityf(x, y) = 0 such that the surface
singularityz2 + f(x, y) = 0 is a double rational point. This implies thatXS,l is aK3 surface. The
multiplication ofx2 by a primitive cube root of unity induces an automorphism ofXS,l of order 3.
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4.3. Elliptic fibration. Consider the pencil of lines

L(t0, t1) : t1x0 − t0x1 = 0

in P2 passing through the point(0, 0, 1). Since a general lineL(λ, µ) intersectsW at four nonsingular
points, we obtain that the pre-image of the pencil of lines onXS,l is an elliptic pencil. Thus we have
an elliptic fibration

f = fl : XS,l −→ P1.

The singular fibres correspond to linesL(t0, t1) such thatF5(t0, t1) = 0 or F2(t0, t1) = 0. The
proper transform ofW in the blow-upV ∼= F1 of the point(0, 0, 1) is a curveW̄ in the linear system
|6f + 4e|, wheree is the exceptional section andf is a fibre. The pre-imageT of the linex2 = 0 is a
component ofW̄ . It is a section with the divisor classf + e. The pre-image of a line corresponding to
a zero(x0, x1) of F5 is a fibre ofV → P1 over(x0, x1) which intersectsB = W̄ −T with multiplicity
3 at a point whereB intersectsT . A line corresponding to a zero ofF2 is a fibre which intersects
B with multiplicity 3 at a point whereB intersectse. The surfaceXS,l is isomorphic to a minimal
resolution of the double cover ofV branched alonḡW .

Now it is easy to describe the singular fibres of the elliptic fibrationf : XS,l → P1. For example, in
the case whenF5 andF2 have no multiple roots and have no common roots, the fibres over the zeroes
of F2 are cuspidal cubics. The fibres over the zeroes ofF5 are reducible of typeIV in Kodaira’s
notation. IfF2 has a common zero withF5, the fibre ofV → P1 becomes an irreducible component
of B. The corresponding fibre off is of typeI∗0 . If F2 has a double root which is not a root ofF5,
thenB acquires a cusp. Instead of two irreducible fibres off we obtain one reducible fibre of type
IV . If F5 has a double root which is not a root ofF2, thenB acquires a cusp at the curveT . The
corresponding fibre off is of typeIV ∗. It is not difficult to describe the fibres in all possible cases.
Their Kodaira types are given in Table 1. Note that the irreducible singular fibres correspond to zeroes
of F2 which are not zeroes ofF5. Observe also that the pre-image ofT in XS,l is a sections of the
elliptic fibration. The pre-image ofe is a bisectionb. If B acquires a cusp at the exceptional sectione
or has a fibre component, thenb splits in two disjoint sections.

4.4. Letl be a line on a nodal cubic surfaceS, and letm be another line disjoint froml. Consider
the rational mapT : l ×m− → S defined by taking the third intersection point of the line through
the points(p, q) ∈ l ×m with S. We denote byL andM the irreducible curves inl ×m which map
onto the linesl andm in S respectively underT .

4.5. Lemma. The rational mapT extends to an isomorphism from the blow-upZ of l × m along
L∪M , which is a set of 5 points (including infinitely near points)to a minimal resolutioñS ofS. The
curvesL andM have bi-degree (2,1) and (1,2) respectively.

Proof. This is just a straightforward computation. Choose coordinates onP3 such thatm : x0 = x1 =
0 andl : x2 = x3 = 0 so that the equation ofS is given by

(4.2)
1
∑

i,j=0

Aij(x2, x3)xixj + 2
1
∑

i=0

Bi(x2, x3)xi = 0,

whereAij , Bi are homogeneous forms of degree 1 and 2, respectively. Letp = (a0, a1, 0, 0) ∈ l,
q = (0, 0, a2, a3) ∈ m. The linel′ spanned byp, q has parametric equation(x0, x1, x2, x3) = (sa0, sa1
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ta2, ta3). Plugging it in equation (4.2), we obtain

st

(

s
1
∑

i,j=0

Aij(a2, a3)aiaj + 2t
1
∑

i=0

Bi(a2, a3)ai

)

= 0.

Thus the rational mapT is given by the formula

(4.3) T (p, q) = (Ma0,Ma1, La2, La3),

where

(4.4) M(p, q) = −2
1
∑

i=0

Bi(a2, a3)ai, L(p, q) =
1
∑

i,j=0

Aij(a2, a3)aiaj .

It is easy to see that the base locusZ of the linear system of divisors of bi-degree (3,3) definingT is
the complete intersection of the divisorM = 0 of bi-degree (1,2) andL = 0 of bi-degree (2,1). Local
computations show thatZ is reduced and consists of 5 points if and only ifS is smooth. The rational
mapT is obviously birational, and defines a birational morphismT ′ : S ′ → S of the blow-upS ′ of
l ×m alongZ. It is clear that the proper images underT of the divisorsL = 0 andM = 0 are the
lines l andm, respectively. Comparing the Betti numbers ofS ′ and S̃, we see that they are equal.
ThusT ′ defines an isomorphism fromS ′ to S̃. �

4.6. Remark. AssumeS is nonsingular. Then we obtain thatS is isomorphic to the blow-up of 5
distinct points inP1 × P1. The mapS → P1 × P1 is the blowing down of 5 disjoint lines intersecting
the linesl andm. This is of course well-known. Take any two skew lines onS. It is known that there
are exactly five skew lines onS which intersectl,m. The easiest way to see it is to completel,m to a
set of six skew linesn1 = l, n2 = m, n3, . . . , n6, then consider the blow-downπ : S → P2 of these
lines to pointsp1, . . . , p6 in the plane. The five skew lines are the proper inverse transforms of the line
spanned byp1, p2 and the four conicsCi passing through allpj ’s exceptpi with 3 ≤ i ≤ 6. Blowing
down the five lines, we obtainP1 × P1. The images of the linesl,m are the curves of bi-degree(2, 1)
and(1, 2). The blowing down morphismS → P1 × P1 which invertsT is the Cartesian product of
the linear projections from the linesl andm.

4.7. The surfaceXS,l,m. The divisorW ′ = L + M on l ×m = P1 × P1 is of bi-degree (3,3). Let
us consider the cyclic triple coverY → l × m branched alongW ′. It has singular points over the
singular locus ofW ′. If L intersectsM transversally,Y has 5 double rational points of typeA2. Let
XS,l,m be a nonsingular minimal model ofY .

4.8. Lemma. Let
f = fl,m : XS,l,m −→ m ∼= P1

be the composition of the blow down mapXS,l,m → Y , the triple coveringY → l×m and the second
projectionl ×m→ m. Thenf is an elliptic fibration with a section whose Weierstrass form is given
by:

(4.5) y2 + x3 + F5(t0, t1)
2F2(t0, t1) = 0,

where the binary formsF2(t0, t1) andF5(t0, t1) coincide with the binary formsF2 andF5 associated
to (S, l) in section 3.1.
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Proof. For any general point(t0, t1) ∈ P1, the fibre off over this point is isomorphic to a plane cubic
curve with the equation

(4.6) x3
2 + (B0(t0, t1)x0 +B1(t0, t1)x1)(A00(t0, t1)x

2
0 + 2A01(t0, t1)x0x1 + A11(t0, t1)x

2
1) = 0.

The cubic curve has an obvious automorphism of order3 defined by multiplyingx2 by the third
roots of unity. As is well-known such a cubic can be reduced bya projective transformation to the
Weierstrass form

y2t+ x3 + bt3 = 0.

The coefficientb is the value of a certain SL(3)-invariantT on the space of homogeneous polynomials
of degree 3 in 3 variables. Using the explicit formula forT (see [Sa2], p. 192), a direct computation
shows that

(4.7) b = F5(t0, t1)
2F2(t0, t1),

where

F5 = B0(t0, t1)
2A11(t0, t1) +B1(t0, t1)

2A00(t0, t1) − 2A01(t0, t1)B0(t0, t1)B1(t0, t1),
F2 = A00(t0, t1)A11(t0, t1) − A01(t0, t1)

2.

Let t1x2 − t0x3 = 0 be the pencil of planes through the linel : x2 = x3 = 0. Using the equation (4.2)
of S we find that the pencil of conics defined by the linel has the equation

(4.8) A00(t0, t1)x
2
0 + 2A01(t0, t1)x0x1 + A11(t0, t1)x

2
1 + 2B0(t0, t1)x2x0 + 2B1(t0, t1)x2x1 = 0.

Its discriminant is equal to

det





A00 A01 B0

A01 A11 B1

B0 B1 0



 = −F5(t0, t1).

The restriction of the member of the pencil corresponding tothe parameters(t0, t1) to the linel is
given by the binary form

(4.9) A00(t0, t1)x
2
0 + 2A01(t0, t1)x0x1 + A11(t0, t1)x

2
1 = 0.

The discriminant of this binary form is equal to

det

(

A00 A01

A01 A11

)

= F2(t0, t1).

If l does not contain nodes, the equation (4.9) defines a base-point free pencil of divisors of degree
2 on l, and we see thatF2 = 0 describes the locus of points in the parameter space of the pencil
of conics where the bisectionl ramifies. If l contains a node, we may assume that its coordinates
are(1, 0, 0, 0). ThenA11 = 0 and we get a pencil of divisors of degree 1 onl with one base point.
The discriminant is equal to−A2

01 and describes one point with multiplicity 1 corresponding to the
singular point of the bisectionB defined byl. Finally, if l contains two nodes, we may assume that
A11 = A00 = 0. Then the pencil (4.9) cuts out the fixed divisor with equationA01(t0, t1)x0x1 = 0. It
is equal to zero whenA01(t0, t1) = 0. These points correspond to fibre components of the bisection
B of the conic bundle. The discriminant is again−A01(t0, t1)

2. �
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4.9. Theorem. LetS be a nodal cubic surface and letl be a line onS. Then the isomorphism class
of theK3 surfaceXS,l associated to a pair(S, l) is independent on the choice of the linel.

Proof. We compare the elliptic fibrationfl on XS,l obtained from the pencil of lines through the
singular point(0, 0, 1) of the branch curveW and the elliptic fibrationfl,m on the triple coverXS,l,m,
wherem is a line disjoint froml. The fibre offl corresponding to a general linet1x0 − t0x1 = 0, with
t0 = 1, passing through the point(0, 0, 1) is birationally isomorphic to the curve

z2 + x2x
2
0(F2(1, t1)x

3
2 + F5(1, t1)x

3
0) = 0.

After the change of variablesy = F5z/x0x
2
2, x = F5x0/x2 we reduce this equation to the Weierstrass

form (4.5) from Lemma 4.8. This shows that the surfacesXS,l andXS,l,m have isomorphic elliptic
pencils. HenceXS,l

∼= XS,l,m. Switching the roles ofl andm, we see thatXS,l
∼= XS,m. It is easy to

see that if two linesl,m onS are not skew, then there exists a third linen which is disjoint froml and
m, so againXS,l

∼= XS,n
∼= XS,m. We conclude thatXS,l does not depend on a choice of a linel. �

4.10. Definition. Let S be a nodal cubic surface. AK3 surface associated toS is aK3 surfaceXS

isomorphic to the surfaceXS,l associated to a pair(S, l), wherel is a line onS defined in section 4.2
or the surfaceXS,l,m associated to a triple(S, l,m), wherel,m is a pair of skew lines onS defined in
4.7.

As a corollary of the results above and those of the previous section we have:

4.11. Corollary. The moduli spaceMl
ncub is isomorphic to the moduli space of ellipticK3 surfaces

with the Weierstrass form

y2 + x3 + F5(t0, t1)
2F2(t0, t1) = 0,

where(F5, F2) is a stable pair of binary forms of degrees 5 and 2.

4.12. Cubic fourfolds. Let Y ⊂ P5 be a cubic hypersurface containing a planeΠ. Then the pro-
jection from a plane defines a structure of a quadric bundle onthe blow-up ofY along the planeΠ.
The discriminant curve of the quadric bundle is of degree 6. The double cover ofP2 branched along
the discriminant parametrizes the rulings of quadrics. IfY is general enough, a minimal nonsingular
model of the double cover is aK3 surface. All of this is well-known and can be found for example in
[Voi]. Let F (x0, x1, x2, x3) = 0 be a nodal cubic surface. Consider the cubic fourfoldY defined by
the equation

(4.10) F (x0, x1, x2, x3) + x4x5(x4 + x5) = 0.

Let l ⊂ {x4 = x5 = 0} be a line onS andΠ the plane spanned byl and a point(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1).
ThenΠ is contained inY , and the direct computation shows that the correspondingK3 surface is
isomorphic to theK3 surfaceXS,l.

Letm be a line onS disjoint froml and letΠ′ be the plane contained inY spanned bym ⊂ {x4 =
x5 = 0} and the point(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0). Consider the rational mapT : Π×Π′ − → Y defined by taking
the third intersection point of the line through the points(p, q) ∈ Π × Π′ with Y . A straightforward
computation shows that the fundamental locusB of T is a complete intersection of divisors of bi-
degree(2, 1) and(1, 2) and its minimal nonsingular model is isomorphic to theK3 surfaceXS. The
surfaceB is nonsingular ifS is nonsingular.
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The lattice of transcendental cycles ofXS and that of the cubic fourfoldY are isomorphic. In fact,
the blow-upY ′ of Y along the union of two disjoint planes is isomorphic to the blow-up ofP2 × P2

along theK3 surfaceX ∼= Xl,m. This gives an isomorphism of Hodge structures

H4(Y ′,Z) ∼= H4(P2 × P2,Z) ⊕H2(X,Z)[1].

This isomorphism is compatible with the cup-product such that the two summands become orthogo-
nal. HereH2(X,Z)[1] is identified withξ · π∗(H2(X,Z)), whereπ : Y ′ → P2 × P2 is the natural
morphism of the blow-up andξ is a cohomology class fromH2(Y ′,Z) which cuts out the tauto-
logical class of the exceptional divisor isomorphic to the projectivization of the normal bundle of
X. This implies that the sublattice consisting of algebraic cycles inH4(Y ′,Z) is isomorphic to
H4(P2 × P2,Z) ⊕ Pic(X)[1]. Passing to the orthogonal complements we get the result.

4.13. Cubic threefolds. We relate theK3 surfaceXS to the Matsumoto-Terasoma curve associated
to (S, l). Given a smooth cubic surfaceS in P3, we define, following [ACT], the cubic threefold
V ⊂ P4 to be the triple cover ofP3 branched alongS. So if

S : F (x0, x1, x2, x3) = 0,

then
V : F (x0, x1, x2, x3) + x3

4 = 0.

Note thatS ⊂ V (the points ofV with x4 = 0), hence a linel ⊂ S defines a line, also denoted by
l, in V . The projection of a cubic threefold away from a line onP2 defines the structure of a conic
bundle on the blow-up ofV along the line. The associated discriminant curve inP2 is a plane quintic.
A straightforward computation shows that the discriminantcurve is a plane quintic with the equation

W ′ : F5(t0, t1) + t32F2(t0, t1) = 0,

where theFi are as in 3.1, soW ′ is a component ofW .

4.14. Remark. Each smooth pointt of the plane quinticW ′ defines two lines (the components of
the singular conic in the fibre ofV → P2 over t). Thus there is a natural double coverC ′ → W ′.
This double cover was studied by Matsumoto and Terasoma in [MT], the corresponding double cover
C → W̄ ′ of the normalizations of these curves is ramified in two points, which are identified inC ′.
The curveC is isomorphic to the affine curve ([MT], (3.1)):

v3 − xf(x2) = 0,

wheref is a polynomial of degree 5. The Prym variety of the double cover C → W̄ ′ is a 5-
dimensional principally polarized abelian variety which is isomorphic to the intermediate Jacobian
varietyP of the cubic threefoldV (cf. [MT]). The Matsumoto-Terasoma curveC has the following
property.

4.15. Proposition. Letf : XS,l → P1 be the elliptic fibration as in the subsection 4.3. The pull-back
ofXS,l along the base changeC → P1, (v, x) 7→ x, is birationally equivalent to the productC × E
whereE is the elliptic curve withj = 0: E ∼= C/(Z + Zζ3).

Proof. In [MT] it is proved that thatW = C/ι whereι is the (Clemens-Griffiths) involutionι :
(v, x) 7→ (−v,−x). Therefore the quotient curve is given byy3 = u2f(u) whereu = x2 andy = xv.
This curve is birationally equivalent toW ′. In fact, choosing coordinates such thatF2(y0, y1) = y0y1

the equation ofW ′ is y3
2y0y1 + F5(y0, y1), hencey3

2y1 + F5(1, y1) is an affine equation. Putting
v = −y1y2, u = y1 we find the birational isomorphism withf(u) = F5(1, u).
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The function field ofXS,l is defined bys2 = y0y1 +F5(y0, y1). The elliptic fibration is given by the
rational functiont = y1/y0. Rewriting the equation we get:(s/y0)

2 = t + y3
0F5(1, t), equivalently,

sinceF5(1, t) = f(t):

Y 2 = X3 + tf(t)2 (X = y0f(t), Y = sf(t)/y0).

Since onC we havev6 = tf(t)2 we can write this as(sf(t)/y0v
3)2 = (y0f(t)/v2)3 + 1, which is the

equationY 2 = X3 + 1 of the curveE. �

4.16. Remark. According to Donagi and Smith [DS], the Prym mapR6 → A5 has degree 27 with
the Galois groupW (E6). Identifying the branch points onW and the ramification points onC, we
obtain the admissible double coverC ′ → W ′ in R6. Thus we get27 ‘natural’ pre-images ofP under
the Prym map. However, the Prym map has 2-dimensional fibre over the intermediate Jacobian of a
cubic threefold, in fact any line in the threefold defines an admissible double cover inR6.

5. THE PICARD LATTICE

In this section we compute the Picard lattice Pic(XS) ⊂ H2(XS,Z) of theK3 surfaceXS asso-
ciated to a nodal cubic surface and its orthogonal complement, the lattice of transcendental cycles
TXS

:= Pic(XS)⊥.

5.1. Lattices. Recall the following two lattices:

U =

(

Z2,

(

0 1
1 0

))

, A2 =

(

Z2,

(

−2 1
1 −2

))

.

The second cohomology groupH2(X,Z) equipped with the quadratic form defined by the cup-
product is an even unimodular lattice of signature (3,19). It is isomorphic to theK3 lattice

L = U⊕3 ⊕E⊕2
8 ,

whereE8 = Z8 with the quadratic form defined by the opposite of the Cartan matrix of the root
system of typeE8. In general,Am, Dn, Ek denote the root lattices of the simple root systems of the
corresponding symbol (with the Cartan matrix multiplied by−1).

For any latticeM we denote byM(n) the latticeM with the quadratic form multiplied byn. Let
M be a nondegenerate even lattice. The dual abelian groupM∗ containsM as a subgroup of finite
index, the quotient groupD(M) = M∗/M is called thediscriminant groupofM . It is equipped with
a quadratic form

q : D(M) → Q/2Z, q(m∗ +M) = t−2(tm∗, tm∗) + 2Z,

wheret ∈ Z is such thattm∗ ∈ M . We use the notation O(M) (resp. O(D)) to denote the group of
automorphisms ofM (resp.D(M)) preserving the quadratic form. IfM is a primitive sublattice of a
unimodular lattice there is a natural isomorphismD(M) ∼= D(M⊥).

5.2. Lattices M(t) and T (t). Recall that a choice of a line on a nodal cubic surfaceS defines an
elliptic pencil onf : XS → P1. Its type is determined by the type vectort of the conic bundle on
S corresponding tol, cf. 2.15. We call it the type vector of(S, l) and the type vector of the elliptic
fibration. We will explain later that for any possible type vector t there exists a pair(S, l) of typet

such that the Picard lattice of theK3 surfaceXS is of rank12+2r+2e, wherer is the number of nodes
onS ande is the number of Eckardt points onl. We denote byM(t) the smallest primitive sublattice
of H2(XS,Z) containing the sections and components of fibres of the elliptic fibration defined by the
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line l. Note that Pic(XS) ∼= M(t). We will compute the latticeM(t) and its orthogonal complement
T (t) in H2(XS,Z).

5.3. Proposition. Assume that the Mordell-Weil group MW(f) is finite. Then the latticesM(t) and
T (t) are given in the following Table 2:

t M(t) T (t)
1) (2222211) U ⊕ A⊕5

2 A2(−1) ⊕ A⊕4
2

2) (322221) U ⊕D4 ⊕A⊕4
2 A2(−2) ⊕ A⊕3

2

3) (33222) U ⊕D⊕2
4 ⊕ A⊕3

2 A2(−1) ⊕ A2(2)⊕2

4) (222222) U ⊕ E6 ⊕A⊕3
2 A2(−1) ⊕ A⊕3

2

5) (422211) U ⊕ E6 ⊕A⊕3
2 A2(−1) ⊕ A⊕3

2

6) (43221) U ⊕D4 ⊕E6 ⊕ A⊕2
2 A2(−2) ⊕ A⊕2

2

7) (4332) U ⊕D⊕2
4 ⊕ E6 ⊕A2 A2(−2) ⊕ A2(2)

8) (42222) U ⊕ E⊕2
6 ⊕A2 A2(−1) ⊕ A⊕2

2

9) (44211) U ⊕ E⊕2
6 ⊕A2 A2(−1) ⊕ A⊕2

2

10) (52221) U ⊕ E8 ⊕A⊕3
2 A2(−1) ⊕ A⊕2

2

11) (4431) U ⊕ E⊕2
6 ⊕D4 A2(−2) ⊕ A2

12) (5322) U ⊕ E8 ⊕D4 ⊕ A⊕2
2 A2(−2) ⊕ A2

13) (4422) U ⊕ E8 ⊕E6 ⊕ A2 A2(−1) ⊕ A2

14) (5421) U ⊕ E8 ⊕E6 ⊕ A2 A2(−1) ⊕ A2

15) (543) U ⊕ E8 ⊕E6 ⊕D4 A2(−2)

16) (444) U ⊕ E⊕2
8 ⊕A2 A2(−1)

17) (552) U ⊕ E⊕2
8 ⊕A2 A2(−1)

TABLE 2. The Picard lattices

Proof. We will consider only the first two cases. Letf : XS → P1 be the elliptic fibration of type
t = (2222211) with Picard lattice Pic(XS) ∼= M(t). It follows from 4.3 that it has 5 reducible fibres
of typeIV and a sections defined by the linex2 = 0. We will use the Shioda-Tate formula [Shi]:

(5.1) (#MW)2 ·D(M(t)) = d1 . . . dk,

where MW is the Mordell-Weil group andd1, . . . , dk are the discriminants of the lattices generated
by components of reducible fibres not intersecting the zero section. It follows from (5.1) that the
Mordell-Weil group MW is a torsion group of order3l. We claim that it is trivial. Assume MW is not
trivial. Then the translation by a nontrivial section defines an automorphism ofXS of order 3 which
acts trivially on Pic(XS)⊥ and has at least 7 isolated fixed points onXS (= the singular points of the 7
singular fibres). This contradicts the fact that the fixed locus of any symplectic automorphism ofK3
surface of order 3 is exactly 6 isolated points (Nikulin [N3], §5). Thusf has a unique sections. Now
we use (5.1) again and find that the discriminant ofM is equal to35. SinceM = M(t) obviously
contains the sublatticeU⊕A⊕5

2 of the same rank and discriminant (it is spanned by the class of a fibre,
the section, and irreducible components of reducible fibres), it must coincide with it. The discriminant
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group is then easy to compute. LetqT be the discriminant form ofT , thenqT = −qM ([N1], Prop.
1.6.1). We can easily see thatT andA2(−1) ⊕ A4

2 have the same discriminant form. It now follows
from Nikulin [N1], Cor. 1.13.3 thatT ∼= A2(−1) ⊕ A4

2.
Assume that the fibration is of type(322221). The productd1 . . . dk is equal to2234. The Shioda-

Tate formula gives that either#MW = 1, 3, or 32, or 6. Assume that MW contains a nontrivial
sections′. If s′ is of order 2, it must leave invariant one component in each fibre of typeIV and
has one fixed point in it different from the singular point of the fibre. Altogether this gives 8 fixed
points on reducible fibres and 1 fixed point on the irreduciblefibre. However, a symplectic involution
on aK3 surface has exactly 8 fixed points. Assumes′ is of order is 3. Then it leaves the multiple
component and non-multiple component of the fibre of typeI∗0 invariant. This gives≥ 3 isolated fixed
points on this fibre. Together with singular points of other fibres we get≥ 8 isolated fixed points.
This is impossible. So, the Shioda-Tate formula tells us thatD(M(t)) is of order2234. The remaining
arguments are similar to the previous case. �

5.4. The latticesM , T . We set

M := U ⊕A⊕5
2 , T := A2(−1) ⊕A⊕4

2 .

Since their discriminant groups are isomorphic and the quadratic forms are the negative of each other,
they are orthogonal complements of each other in the unimodular latticeL (see [N1]). We set

D = D(M) ∼= D(T ).

These lattices correspond to the typet = (2222211).

5.5. An automorphism of order 3. As in section 4.7, we choose two skew lines on a nodal cubic
surfaceS and consider the associatedK3 surfaceX = XS

∼= XS,l,m. Recall that it is obtained as a
minimal resolution of the triple cyclic coverY of P1 ×P1 branched along the union of two divisorsL
andM of bidegree(1, 2) and(2, 1). It is easy to describe the set of fixed points of the automorphism
σ of X defined by the triple cover. We do it only in the case whenS is a nonsingular surface. Let
q1, . . . , q5 be the intersection points ofL andM . The cubic surfaceS is obtained by blowing up the
pointsqi’s. The surfaceS is nonsingular if and and only if no two points lie on a ruling,and no four
points lie on a plane section. An Eckardt point on the linel corresponds to a ruling which is tangent
toL at some pointqi.

Assume that there are no Eckardt points onl. Consider the elliptic fibration onf : X → P1

corresponding to the projectionP1 × P1 → P1 such thatL is a section. Its reducible singular fibres
corresponds to the ruling passing through the pointsqi. Each fibre is of typeIV . Two components are
the exceptional curves of the resolutionX → Y of a singular point of typeA2. The third component
is the proper transform of the ruling passing through the corresponding pointqi. The bisectionb
intersects the latter component and one of the first two components. The sections intersects the other
component coming from the resolution of singularities. Theset of fixed points ofσ is equal to the
union of the sections, the bisectionb and the singular points of the reducible fibres.

In the case whenl contains one Eckardt point, the elliptic fibration acquiresone reducible fibre of
typeI∗0 . Other reducible fibres are of typeIV . The bisectionb intersects the multiple componentE0

of this fibre. The sections intersects a reduced componentE1. The fixed points of the involutionσ is
the union of the sections, the bisectionb, the pointE0 ∩ E1, and the singular points of fibres of type
IV . If l has two Eckardt points, we have two reducible fibres of typeIV and the set of fixed points is
described similarly to the previous case.
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5.6. The involution τ . Let f : X → P1 be the elliptic fibration with a sections as in section 5.5.
Let τ be the involution ofX defined by the inversionx 7→ −x of each fibre. Thenτ switches the two
components of each singular fibre of typeIV which do not meets and preserves each component of
any singular fibre of typeI∗0 .

If f has five singular fibres of typeIV and two singular fibres of typeII, then the fixed locus of
τ is the union ofs and a smooth curveC of genus5 which passes through the singular point of each
singular fibre. Iff has four singular fibres of typeIV , one of typeI∗0 and one of typeII, then the
fixed locus ofτ is the union ofs, the multiple component of the fibre of typeI∗0 and a smooth curve
of genus3. If f has three singular fibres of typeIV and two fibres of typeI∗0 , then the fixed locus of
τ is the union ofs, two multiple components of singular fibres of typeI∗0 and a smooth elliptic curve.

5.7. Remark. The automorphism group of theK3 surfaceX is infinite. For example, consider the
divisor consisting of the2-section and the two components of a reducible singular fibreof f not
meeting the section. It defines an elliptic fibration onX with a section which has two reducible
singular fibres, one is of typeI3 and another typeI∗0 . This elliptic fibration has a Mordell-Weil group
of rank 4. Considering translations by the sections of infinite order we see that Aut(X) is an infinite
group.

5.8. Lemma. AssumeS is nonsingular. Then

H2(X,Z)σ∗ ⊂ Pic(X), H2(X,Z)σ∗ ∼= M.

The automorphismσ acts trivially on the discriminant latticeD(H2(X,Z)σ∗

) ∼= D(M).

Proof. Consider the elliptic fibration onX defined in 4.3. From 5.5 we know the description of fixed
points ofσ. Assume first that all reducible fibres are of typeIV . Let P be the sublattice of Pic(X)
spanned by the divisor classes of a fibre, of the sections and of the irreducible components of fibres
which do not intersects. It is immediate thatP ∼= M andσ acts identically onP . The fixed locus
Xσ of the automorphismσ consists of 5 isolated fixed points (the singular points of the reducible
fibres) and two smooth rational curves (the sections and the bisectionb). Applying the Lefschetz
fixed point formula we obtain that the trace ofσ∗ onH2(X,Z) is equal to 7. Thus the trace ofσ∗ on
P⊥ is equal to7 − 12 = −5. This easily implies that the characteristic polynomial ofσ∗ onP⊥ ⊗ C

is equal to(t2 + t + 1)5. ThereforeP⊥ ⊗ C does not contain non-zeroσ∗-invariant elements, so
H2(X,Z)σ∗

= P ∼= M . Sinceσ∗ acts trivially onP ∼= M , it also acts trivially onD(P ) ∼= D(M).
Suppose now thatf contains a fibreF = 2E0 + E1 + E2 + E3 + E4 of typeI∗0 . Assume thatE1

intersects the sections. Then the divisor classesE0 +E2 +E3 +E4 andE0 areσ-invariant and span a
lattice of typeA2. We define the latticeP similar to the above by using this contribution from a fibre
of typeI∗0 . The remaining arguments are the same. �

6. THE MODULI SPACE OFK3 SURFACES ASSOCIATED TO A CUBIC SURFACE

6.1. We first recall the basic facts about moduli ofK3 surfaces. In the subsections before 6.5,M
will be any even non-degenerate sublattice of signature(1, t).

6.2. Markings. We recall the definition of aM-marking of aK3 surfaceX (see [Do]). Fix a con-
nected componentV (M)+ of the coneV (M) = {x ∈ M ⊗ R : (x, x) > 0} and a subset∆(M)+ of
the set∆(M) = {δ ∈M : (δ, δ) = −2} such that

• ∆(M) = ∆(M)+
∐

∆(M)−, where∆(M)− = {−δ : δ ∈ ∆(M)+},
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• any δ ∈ ∆(M) which can be written as a nonnegative linear combination of elements from
∆(M)+ belongs to∆(M)+.

With these choices, we define the subset

C(M)+ = {h ∈ V (M)+ : (h, δ) > 0 for all δ ∈ ∆(M)+}
and we defineC(M) to be the closure ofC(M)+ in M ⊗ R.

Now we define aM-marking ofX as a primitive lattice embeddingφ : M → Pic(X) such that
C(X)+ ∩φ(M ⊗R) ⊂ φ(C(M)+), whereC(X)+ is the cone in Pic(X)⊗R spanned by the pseudo-
ample (i.e. nef and big) divisor classes ofX.

Note that the closure ofC(X)+ is the nef coneC(X). The closureC(M) of C(M)+ is the subset
of the closure ofV (M)+ which consists of vectorsv such that(v, δ) ≥ 0 for anyδ ∈ ∆(M)+. The
markingφ embedsC(X) ∩ φ(M ⊗ R) in φ(C(M)). For anyδ ∈ ∆(M)+ the imageφ(δ) is a divisor
classR with R2 = −2. For anyv ∈ C(M) the imageφ(v) is a pseudo-ample divisorD withD2 ≥ 0.
SinceR · D = (δ, v) > 0, it follows from Riemann-Roch thatR is effective. Note thatR is not
necessary the divisor class of an irreducible curve (a(−2)-curve).

The marking is calledampleif φ(C(M)+)∩Pic(X)+ 6= ∅, where Pic(X)+ is the ample cone ofX.
It is easy to see that a markingφ is ample if and only if the orthogonal complement ofφ(M) in Pic(X)
does not contain the divisor classes of(−2)-curves. In particular, any marking withφ(M) = Pic(X)
is ample.

A pair (X, φ), whereφ is aM-marking (resp. an ampleM-marking), is called aM-polarizedK3
surface(resp. ampleM-polarizedK3 surface). TwoM-polarizedK3 surfaces(X, φ) and(X ′, φ′)
are called isomorphic if there exists an isomorphismf : X → X ′ such thatφ = f ∗ ◦ φ′.

6.3. Moduli of M-polarized surfaces. It is known (see [Do]) that there exists a coarse moduli space
MK3,M of isomorphism classes ofM-polarizedK3 surfaces. Let us assume thatM admits a unique
(up to an isometry) embedding into theK3 latticeL = U⊕3 ⊕E⊕2

8 . Fix such an embedding. LetT be
the orthogonal complement ofM in L. AnyM-markingφ of aK3 surfaceX extends to an isometry
φ̃ : L→ H2(X,Z) (a cohomology marking ofX). Extendingφ̃ C-linearly, we get a one dimensional
subspacẽφ−1(H2,0(X)) ⊂ T ⊗ C which is called theperiodof (X, φ̃).

M ⊂ L

φ ↓ ↓ φ̃
Pic(X) →֒ H2(X,Z)

The moduli spaceMK3,M is isomorphic to the quotientDM/ΓM , whereDM is the union of two
copies of a Hermitian symmetric domain of type IV corresponding to the inner product vector space
T ⊗R of signature(2, 20− t), DM is a subset of the projective spaceP(T ⊗C). The groupΓM is the
subgroup of the orthogonal group O(L) of L which leavesM pointwise fixed. It is also isomorphic
to the subgroup of O(T ) which acts identically on the discriminant groupD(T ) = T ∗/T .

The isomorphism classes of ampleM-polarizedK3 surfaces are parametrized by an open subset
of MK3,M whose complement is the image inMK3,M of the union of hypersurfaces inDM defined
by lines inT ⊗ C orthogonal to vectorsr ∈ T with r2 = −2.

6.4. The group W (M). For anyδ ∈ ∆(M) we can define a reflectionsδ ∈ O(M) associated toδ
by sδ : v 7→ v+ (v, δ)δ. LetW (M) be the subgroup of O(M) generated by allsδ ’s. The setC(M) is
a fundamental domain forW (M) in the closure ofV (M)+. Thus for anyv ∈ M with v2 ≥ 0 there
exists aw ∈ W (M) such that(w(v), δ) ≥ 0, for anyδ ∈ ∆(M)+.
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Let (X, φ) be aM-polarizedK3 surface. Then for anyv ∈ M with v2 ≥ 0 there is aw ∈ W (M)
such thatφ(w(v)) ∈ C(M). In particular, for any given embeddingφ : M → Pic(X), there is a
w ∈W (M) such thatC(X)+ ∩ φ(M ⊗ R) ⊂ (φ ◦ w)(C(M)+), i.e.,φ ◦ w is aM-marking.

6.5. Fixing V (M)+ and ∆(M)+. The latticeM from 5.4 has a unique (up to an isometry) primitive
embedding in theK3 latticeL [N1] and we identifyM with a primitive sublattice ofL from now on.
We fix a basis inU formed by two isotropic vectorsf1, f2 with (f1, f2) = 1 and a simple root basis
r1, r2 in A2, i.e.,(r1)2 = (r2)

2 = −2 with (r1, r2) = 1. We define a basis ofM by takingf1, f2 in U
andr1, r2 in each copy ofA2.

We defineV (M)+ by requiring thatf1 + f2 ∈ V (M)+. We define∆(M)+ as follows. Firstly,
(−2)-vectors with(f1 + f2, v) > 0 belong to it. Secondly, if(f1 + f2, v) = 0, thenv ∈ ∆(M)+ if
and only if it is a nonnegative combination off2 − f1 and theri’s in each copy ofA2.

6.6. Automorphisms ofL. Let ρo be the isometry ofA2 defined by

ρo(r1) = r2, ρo(r2) = −r1 − r2.

Obviouslyρo is of order 3, has no non-zero fixed vectors and acts triviallyonD(A2) = (A2)
∗/A2. Let

ρ be the isometry ofT = A2(−1)⊕A⊕4
2 defined byρ = (ρo)

⊕5. Thenρ is of order 3, has no non-zero
fixed vectors and acts trivially onD(T ). Thus the isometry(1M , ρ) of M ⊕ T can be extended to the
one of theK3 latticeL (Nikulin [N1], Corollary 1.5.2). For simplicity we denote this isometry ofL
by the same letterρ.

6.7. Period domains. The period domain forM-polarizedK3 surfaces is

DM = {ω ∈ P(T ⊗Z C) : (ω, ω) = 0, (ω, ω̄) > 0}.

Let ρ be the isometry ofT defined in 6.6. Let

T ⊗ C = V+ ⊕ V−

be the decomposition ofT ⊗ C into the two 5-dimensional eigenspaces ofρ with eigenvaluesζ3 =
e2πi/3 andζ−1

3 , respectively. Since

(ω, ω) = (ρ(ω), ρ(ω)) = ζ2(ω, ω),

we see that(ω, ω) = 0 for all ω ∈ V+, and similarly forV−. Let

B = {ω ∈ P(V+) : (ω, ω̄) > 0} = DM ∩ P(V+).

In a suitable basis ofV+ we have(ω, ω̄) = x0x̄0 − (x1x̄1 + . . . + x4x̄4). Thus, if (ω, ω̄) > 0, then
x0 6= 0 and we can normalizex0 = 1, henceB is a 4-dimensional complex ball:

B ∼= {x = (x1, . . . , x4) ∈ C4 :
∑

i

xix̄i < 1}.

The 4-ball is a bounded symmetric domain of typeI1,4.
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6.8. Discrete groups. We define the following four groups using the notation from 6.6:

ΓM = {g ∈ O(L) : g(m) = m, ∀m ∈M},
Γ̃ρ = {g ∈ O(L) : g ◦ ρ = ρ ◦ g},
Γρ = {g ∈ O(T ) : g ◦ ρ = ρ ◦ g},

ΓM,ρ = Ker(Γρ → O(D)).

6.9. The Hermitian module. The isometryρ of T givesT the structure of a free moduleΛ of rank
5 over the ring of Eisenstein integersZ[ζ3]: for anya + bζ3 ∈ Z[ζ3] and anyx ∈ T we have

(a + bζ3) · x = (a1T + bρ)(x).

If ri, r
′
i is the simple root basis of thei-th copy ofA2 with ρ(ri) = r′i, thenζ3ri = r′i and any element

in thisA2 can be written asr = zri with z = a+ bζ3 ∈ Z[ζ3]. Note that:

zz̄ = (a+ bζ3)(a+ bζ−1
3 ) = a2 − ab+ b2 = −(r, r)/2.

Therefore the quadratic form onT is twice the real part of theZ[ζ3]-valued Hermitian formH, of
signature(1, 4), on the Eisenstein latticeT with

H(z, w) = z0w̄0 − (z1w̄1 + . . .+ z4w̄4).

The groupΓρ is the unitary groupU(T ) of T considered as a Hermitian lattice over the ring of
Eisenstein integers (see [ACT], [AF]).

6.10. The discriminant group. The residue fieldZ[ζ3]/
√
−3Z[ζ3] is isomorphic toF3 andζ3 maps

to 1 mod3. ThusV = Λ/
√
−3Λ acquires a natural structure of a 5-dimensional vector space over

F3 equipped with a non-degenerate quadratic form. We show thatthe discriminant groupD(T ) is
isomorphic toV . Define aZ-linear homomorphism

(6.1) h : Λ −→ T ∗, h(x) = (x+ 2ρ(x))/3,

where we identifyΛ with T as aZ-module. Thenh(
√
−3x) = h((1 + 2ζ3)x) = (1 + 2ρ)2x/3 =

−x ∈ T . This shows thath factors through an isomorphism

V = Λ/
√
−3Λ −→ D(T ) = T ∗/T.

The basis(r1, . . . , r5) of Λ (as Z[ζ3]-module) is an orthonormal basis with respect toH. Since
h(ri)

2 = (ri + 2r′i)
2/9 = −2

3
, (h(ri), h(rj)) = 0, i 6= j, we obtain that

h(x)2 = −2

3
x2.

In particular, if we identifyD(T ) with V , then the quadratic form onD(T ) obtained from the qua-
dratic form onV by multiplying it by−2

3
.

If Q is the root lattice of typeE6, thenQ/3Q inherits a non-degenerate quadratic form such thatQ
is isomorphic toV as quadratic spaces overF3. This defines an isomorphism of groups

W (E6) ∼= SO(V ),(6.2)

O(D(T )) ∼= O(V ) ∼= {1,−1} × SO(V ).
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All of this is well-known and can be found, for example, in [Bo], Chapter 6,§4, exercise 2.

6.11. Proposition. Each of the natural maps

Γ̃ρ −→ Γρ −→ O(D(T ))

is surjective. In particular,

Γρ/ΓM,ρ
∼= O(D(T )) ∼= {±1} ×W (E6).

Moreover, any isometry inΓM,ρ can be extended to an isometry ofLwhich acts trivially onM defining
an injective homomorphism of groups

ΓM,ρ →֒ ΓM .

Proof. For the surjectivity of the mapΓρ → O(D(T )) see [ACT], Lemma 4.5. It is proven in Nikulin
[N1], Theorem 1.14.2 that the natural map O(M) → O(D(M)) is surjective. By Corollary 1.5.2 of
loc. cit. this implies that the map̃Γρ → Γρ is surjective. The inclusionΓM,ρ → ΓM follows from
(Nikulin [N1], Corollary 1.5.2). �

6.12. Definition. An (ample)(M, ρ)-polarizedK3 surface is an (ample)M-polarizedK3 surface
(X, φ) such that there is an extensionφ̃ : L→ H2(X,Z) of φ which satisfies

φ̃−1(H2,0(X)) ∈ B (⊂ P(T ⊗ C)).

Two (M, ρ)-polarizedK3 surfaces(X, φ) and(X ′, φ′) are said to be isomorphic if there is an isomor-
phismf : X → X ′ such thatφ = f ∗ ◦ φ′ andφ̃−1 ◦ f ∗ ◦ φ̃′ ∈ O(L) commutes withρ ∈ O(L).

6.13. Lemma. Let (X, φ) be an ample(M, ρ)-polarizedK3 surface. ThenX has an automorphism
σ of order 3 such thatσ∗ = φ̃ ◦ ρ ◦ φ̃−1 for an extensioñφ : L→ H2(X,Z) of φ. In particular,σ acts
trivially on φ(M) (⊂ Pic(X)).

Proof. Choosingφ̃ as in the definition of(M, ρ)-polarization, the period ofX is fixed byρ. Since
(X, φ) is amply polarized, Pic(X) ∩M⊥ contains no(−2)-vectors. Moreover, theM-polarization of
X is ample andρ acts trivially onM . Therefore [Na], Theorem 3.10 shows thatX has an automor-
phismσ with σ∗ = φ̃ ◦ ρ ◦ φ̃−1. �

6.14. The moduli spacesK3m
M,ρ andK3M,ρ. We know from section 6.3 that the moduli space ofM-

polarizedK3 surfaces is isomorphic toD/ΓM . The isometryρ acts naturally onTC as is described in
6.7 and induces an automorphism of order3 of the domainDM ⊂ P(TC). It defines the union of two
ballsB± = DM ∩P(V±). Complex conjugation switches the two ballsB±. Obviously the groupΓρ is
the stabilizer subgroup ofB = B+ in ΓM . We set

K3m
M,ρ = B/ΓM,ρ, K3M,ρ = B/Γρ.

The element−I ∈ Γρ acts trivially onP(T ⊗C) and thus onB, and−I maps to−1 ∈ O(D). Thus
O(D)/{±1} ∼= W (E6) acts onK3m

M,ρ and there is a natural map:

πM : K3m
M,ρ −→ K3M,ρ

∼= K3m
M,ρ/W (E6).
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Forr ∈ L, let r⊥ be the hyperplane inP(V+) of lines orthogonal tor, and letH(r) be its intersection
with B. Thediscriminant locusis the subsetH ⊂ B defined by:

H =
⋃

r

H(r),

wherer varies over the set of all(−2)-vectors inT = M⊥. The image ofH in K3m
M,ρ (resp.K3M,ρ)

will be denoted by∆m (resp.∆).
It follows from Lemma 6.13 that the quasi-projective variety K3m

M,ρ \ ∆m is the coarse moduli
space of ample(M, ρ)-polarizedK3 surfaces. We will refer toK3m

M,ρ as the moduli space of(M, ρ)-
polarizedK3 surfaces.

6.15. Remark. If [(X, φ)], [(X ′, φ′)] ∈ K3m
M,ρ are in the same fibre ofπM , then theK3 surfacesX

andX ′ are isomorphic. This follows from the surjectivity of the map Γ̃ρ → Γρ and the Torelli theorem
for K3 surfaces. Letα ∈ O(D(M)). As we already noticed in the proof of Proposition 6.11, we can
lift α to an isometryα̃ of M . Composing it with some element ofW (M) which acts identically
on D(M), we may assume that̃α leaves∆(M)+ invariant. Nowα acts on[(X, φ)] ∈ K3m

M,ρ by
[(X, φ)] 7→ [(X, φ◦ α̃−1)]. This describes the action of O(D(M)) onK3m

M,ρ. If φ(M) = Pic(X), then
O(D(M)) acts transitively on the markings ofX. Thus we can interpret a general point ofK3M,ρ as
the isomorphism class of aK3 surface which admits an ample(M, ρ)-marking.

6.16. Recall that the subspacesV+ andV− (see 6.7) are defined overQ(ζ3) whereζ3 is a primitive
cube root of unity. LetK be the extension field ofQ(ζ) obtained by adjoining all primitive6l-th roots
of unity for which the value of the Euler function satisfiesϕ(6l) ≤ 10 = rank(T ). The only possible
values ofl are as follows:l = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. We consider the unionW of hyperplanes ofP(V+) defined
overK. A non-singular cubic surfaceS is calledgenericif the period of the associatedK3 surface
XS is contained in the complement ofW. For example, a cubic surface with an Eckardt point is not
generic (we shall show in 8.9 that the period ofXS is contained in the hyperplane orthogonal to some
vectorr ∈ T ).

6.17. Lemma. Assume thatS is a generic cubic surface and letXS be the associatedK3 surface.
Then the image of the natural map

Aut(XS) −→ O(T )

is a cyclic group of order6 generated byτ andσ ( For τ , σ, see 5.5, 5.6). In particular the image of
the natural map

Aut(XS) −→ O(D(T ))

is {±1}.

Proof. The proof is similar to the one given in [BP], Lemma 2.9. It is known that the imageG is a
cyclic group (Nikulin [N3], Theorem 3.1). Letm be the order ofG. If g ∈ Aut(XS) is a generator of
G, theng∗ωX = ζm · ωX whereωX is a nowhere vanishing holomorphic 2-form onX = XS andζm
is a primitivem-th root of unity. Sinceτ ∗ωX = −ωX andσ∗ωX = ζ3ωX , m is divisible by6. Since
g∗ is defined overQ, the eigenspaces ofg∗ are defined overQ(ζm). If m > 6, then an eigenspace is
a non-trivial subspace ofV+. This contradicts the assumption of genericity ofS. σ∗ acts trivially on
D(T ) andτ ∗ acts as−1. Hence the second assertion follows. �
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6.18. Corollary. The mapπM : K3m
M,ρ → K3M,ρ is a Galois cover with the Galois group isomorphic

toW (E6).

Proof. As we explained in 6.14 the group O(D(T ))/{±1} ∼= W (E6) acts onK3M,ρ with quotient
isomorphic toK3M,ρ. The isotropy subgroup of[(X, φ)] is isomorphic to the image of Aut(X) in
D(φ(M)⊥)/{±1}. By the previous lemma it is trivial for a generic surfaceX. �

6.19. Nef divisors. Let (X, φ) be an ampleM-polarizedK3 surface. ThenX has an automorphism
σ of order 3 (6.13). For anyv ∈ M with v2 ≥ 0 there is aw ∈ W (M) such thatφ(w(v)) ∈ C(M).
If φ(w(v)) is not nef, then there is a smooth rational curveR with (R, φ(w(v))) < 0. Sinceφ(M)⊥ ∩
Pic(X) does not contain(−2)-vectors,R = r + r′ wherer ∈ M∗, r′ ∈ T ∗ andr2 < 0, (r′)2 < 0.
Sincer2 + (r′)2 = R2 = −2, r2 = −2/3 or −4/3. Sinceσ is an automorphism,(R, σ(R)) ≥ 0.
Hence(3r)2 = (R + σ(R) + σ2(R))2 ≥ −6. Thusr2 = −2/3. Thenr defines a reflection

sr : x 7−→ x+ 3(x, r)r

which acts trivially onT . Obviously(R, φ(sr(w(v)))) > 0. If necessary, by using these reflections
successively, we may assume thatφ(w(v)) ∈ C(X), i.e.,φ(w(v)) is nef. In particular, any primitive
isotropic vectorf in M defines, uniquely, a nef divisor in Pic(X). As is well-known a primitive nef
divisorF with F 2 = 0 defines an elliptic fibration with the cohomology class of a fibre equal toF
([PS],§3, Cor.3).

6.20. Elliptic fibrations. Let (X, φ) be an ampleM-polarizedK3 surface. With the definitions from
6.5, we havef1 ∈ C(M) andf1 is obviously isotropic and primitive. Therefore,φ(f1) ∈ Pic(X)
defines an elliptic fibration onV (cf. 6.19) which we denote by

Φφ : X −→ P1

and we call it thestandard elliptic fibration. Sinceφ(f2 − f1) · φ(f1) = (f2 − f1, f1) = 1, the
divisor classφ(f2 − f1) is an effective class withD2 = −2. Let D be the effective representative
of this class written as a sum

∑

niRi, whereRi are irreducible curves. SinceD intersects any fibre
F with multiplicity 1, we see that one of the componentsRi, sayR1, is a section of the fibration.
We also haven1 = 1 andRi · F = 0 for i > 1. By the Hodge Index Theorem,R2

i < 0 for i > 1.
By the adjunction formula, allRi’s are(−2)-curves and theRi’s, i 6= 1, are contained in fibres of
the fibration. This easily implies thatR1 is determined uniquely byφ(f2 − f1). We shall denote
the section corresponding toR1 by s. We remark thatR1 is obtained fromD by applying suitable
reflections corresponding toRi (i > 1). Thus, up to isometries, we may assume that the classesf1

andf2 − f1 define an elliptic fibrationΦφ with a sections.
The images underφ of the simple root bases{ri, r

′
i}, i = 1, . . . , 5, of each copy ofA2 are effective

divisor classesRi, R
′
i onX which are orthogonal toF and to the sections. As above we can show

that each such divisor class is a sum of(−2)-curves contained in a fibre. ThusX has at least 10
smooth rational curves contained in fibres ofΦφ.

6.21. Lemma. Let (X, φ) be an ample(M, ρ)-polarizedK3 surface, letσ be an automorphism of
order three as in 6.13 and letΦφ be the standard elliptic fibration onX.

Thenσ preservesΦφ and fixes pointwisely its sections and a smooth bisectionb. Moreover, the
singular fibres ofΦφ are of the following types:

(II, II, IV, IV, IV, IV, IV ), (II, IV, IV, IV, IV, I∗0), (IV, IV, IV, I∗0 , I
∗
0 ).
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In each case the fibration has exactly 5 reducible fibres.

Proof. Let Xσ be the fixed locus of the automorphismσ. Sinceσ can be locally linearized,Xσ is
a smooth closed subset ofX. It is easy to see that the trace ofρ in its action onL ∼= H2(X,Z) is
equal to 7. Applying the Lefschetz fixed point formula, we obtain that the Euler characteristic ofXσ

is equal to 9. Sinceσ acts identically onφ(M), it preserves the sections and the divisor class of a
fibre of Φφ. Let us show thatσ fixes the sections pointwisely, or, equivalently, leaves invariant each
fibre ofΦφ. Assuming otherwise, we obtain thatXσ is contained in fibres ofΦφ. Thus any irreducible
one-dimensional component ofXσ has the Euler characteristic equal to 0 (if it is nonsingularfibre)
or 2 (if it is a component of a reducible fibre), the smoothness of the fixed point set excludes nodal
cubics. Letl be the number of irreducible one-dimensional components ofXσ different from a fibre,
and letk be the number of isolated fixed points. Then2l + k = χ(Xσ) = 9. Sinceσ has exactly two
fixed points ons, it leaves invariant the two fibresF1, F2 passing through these points. Obviously the
curvesRi, R

′
i (see 6.20) are contained in the unionF1 ∪ F2. In particular, the number of irreducible

components of the divisorF1+F2 is greater than or equal to12. Since a Dynkin diagram of type ADE
admits a non-trivial automorphism of order 3 only in the caseD4, the automorphismσ acts identically
on the set of irreducible components of a fibreFi unless it is of typeI∗0 . Note that eitherF1 or F2 is
not of typeI∗0 becauseF1 + F2 has at least 12 components. Assume that both of theFi’s are not of
this type. We apply the Lefschetz fixed point formula to the cell complexFi. Letni be the number of
irreducible components ofFi. The Lefschetz number ofσ|Fi is equal toni if Fi is of typeIn and to
ni +1 otherwise. Letli be the number of one-dimensional rational components ofXσ contained inFi

and letki be the number of isolated fixed points ofσ contained inFi. We have2li + ki ≥ ni, hence
9 = 2l + k ≥ 2l1 + k1 + 2l2 + k2 ≥ n1 + n2 ≥ 12, a contradiction. Assume that one of the fibres,
sayF1 is of typeI∗0 . Then2l2 + k2 ≥ n2 ≥ 12 − 5 = 7. The automorphismσ has a fixed point on
the non-multiple componentE of F1 which is intersected bys. The multiple componentE0 of F1 is
σ-invariant. Ifσ is the identity onE0, thenl1, k1 ≥ 1, and2l1 + k1 ≥ 3. If σ does not acts identically
onE0, it has 2 fixed points on it. In both cases it is easy to see that2l1 + k1 ≥ 3 again. Thus we get
2l1 + k1 + 2l2 + k2 ≥ 3 + n2 ≥ 3 + 7 = 10, again a contradiction.

Now we know thatσ preserves every fibre ofΦφ, so that the general fibre has a non-trivial automor-
phism of order 3 over the function field of the base. This implies that thej-function of the fibration
is constant. In particular, the singular fibres must be of additive type II, III, IV , IV ∗, II∗, III∗,
I∗n. Each nonsingular fibre has exactly 3 fixed points ofσ, one lies on the sections, and the pairs of
others lie on a bisectionb (which could be the union of two sections). The bisectionb is a part ofXσ

and hence smooth.
Let π : X ′ → X be the blow-up of the0-dimensional part ofXσ. We know thatσ is not symplectic

(i.e. does not leave invariant a non-zero holomorphic 2-form onX). This easily shows that it lifts to
an automorphismσ′ ofX ′ withX ′σ′

purely one-dimensional. Let̄X ′ be the quotient surfaceX ′/(σ′).
It is a smooth surface. LetC be a smooth rational curve onX such thatσ(C) = C but σ|C is not
the identity. Thenσ has two fixed pointsp, q onC. If p, q are isolated fixed points ofσ onX, then
the proper inverse transformC ′ onX ′ has self-intersection−4. SinceC ′ is equal to the pre-image
of some curve on̄X ′ and−4 is not divisible by 3, we get a contradiction. Similarly, ifp, q belong to
one-dimensional part ofXσ, we getC ′2 = −2 and again get a contradiction. Thus, one fixed point is
an isolated fixed point ofσ and another one belongs to the one-dimensional part ofXσ.

As we have already observed before,σ acts identically on the set of irreducible components of any
fibre, unless it is of typeI∗0 . In particular, all intersection points of components are fixed. The previous
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observation about the intersection ofXσ with fibres easily excludes the possibility for a reducible fibre
of Φφ to be of typeIII, I∗n(n 6= 0), III∗. In the case ofI∗0 , σ preserves the multiple componentE and
permutes the three simple componentsE1, E2, E3 not meeting the section. Notice that anyσ-invariant
irreducible component of a fibre not intersecting the sectionsmust belong toφ(M)∩φ(U)⊥ = φ(A5

2).
The fixed part ofD4 =< E,E1, E2, E3 > underσ∗ is< E,E+E1 +E2 +E3 >∼= A2. SinceE6 and
E8 can not be embedded intoA5

2, singular fibres of typeIV ∗, II∗ do not appear.
Using that the Euler characteristics of the fibres add up to 24, it remains to show that we have

exactly 5 reducible fibres. Since a fibre of typeI∗0 or IV contributes one copy ofA2 in A5
2
∼= φ(M)∩

φ(U)⊥, there must be five of them. The lemma is now proven. �

7. A COMPLEX BALL UNIFORMIZATION

7.1. From K3’s to cubics. We are going to construct a map

G : K3m
M,ρ \ ∆m −→ Mm

cub,

whereMm
cub is the moduli space of marked smooth cubic surfaces, i.e., smooth cubic surfaces with an

ordered set of six skew linesL1, . . . , L6.
Let [(X, φ)] ∈ K3m

M,ρ \ ∆m be an ample(M, ρ)-polarizedK3 surface. We use the notation of
Lemma 6.21 and its proof. For simplicity we consider the casewhereΦφ has two singular fibres of
type II and five singular fibres of typeIV . The construction for the other two cases is similar. It
follows from the proof of lemma 6.21 that on each reducible fibreσ has one fixed point, the point of
intersection of the three components. The bisectionb intersects two components, and the sections
intersects the third one. LetX ′ be the blow-up of the five isolated fixed points ofσ as in the proof of
the lemma. The quotient̄X ′ of X ′ by the action ofσ is a smooth rational surface and the images of
the components of the fibers of typeIV are(−1)-curves inX̄ ′. The markingφ gives an ordering of
the 2 components in each fibre which meet the bisectionb, and we blow down the first one in each
of the 5 fibres as well as the component in the fibre which meets the section. The result is a smooth
rational surfaceS which has(−1)-curvesL1, . . . , L5 the images of the remaining components in the
type IV fibres (these are numbered by the markingφ) as well as the(−1)-curvem which is the
image of the sections. These six curves do not intersect and thus can be blown down to get a smooth
rational surface withb2 = 1, hence this surface must beP2. ThereforeS is a cubic surface and the six
(−1)-curves define a marking onS. It is easy to see that this marked cubic surfaceS depends only
on the isomorphism class of(X, φ). We may now define:

G : [(X, φ)] 7−→ (S, L1, . . . , L5, L6 = m).

Note that the2-sectionC maps to a linel in S which is skew withm and does meetL1, . . ., L5. By
the uniqueness of the triple cover (Theorem 4.9) we have thatX ∼= XS,l,m and, by construction (see
6.13)σ∗ = φ̃ ◦ ρ ◦ φ̃−1 for some extensioñφ : L→ H2(X,Z) of φ.

7.2. Theorem. The mapG defines aW (E6)-equivariant isomorphism

G : K3m
M,ρ \ ∆m ∼=−→ Mm

cub.

Proof. We first construct the inverse map

G−1 : Mm
cub −→ K3m

M,ρ \ ∆m.
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Given(S, L1, . . . , L6) ∈ Mm
cub, letm = L6 and letl be the (unique) line which meetsL1, . . ., L5 but

notm (if we blow down theLi to pointsxi ∈ P2, l maps to the conic onx1, . . . , x5).
LetXl,m be theK3 surface associated to(S, l,m) and letf : Xl,m → P1 be the elliptic fibration

from subsection 4.3. We define a markingφl,m : M → Pic(Xl,m) as in the proof of Lemma 5.8 by
fixing an order on the set of reducible fibres and the order on the set of components of fibres of type
IV which do not intersect the sections. Thusφ(f1) is the class of a fibre off andφ(f2) is the sum of
the class of a fibre and the class of the section (see 6.20). Theimage ofr1 in thei-th copy ofA2 ⊂M
is the first component of thei-th fibre if it is of typeIV , and it is the divisor classE +E1 +E2 +E3

if the i-th fibre is of typeI∗0 (see the notation in the proof of Lemma 6.21).
TheK3 surfaceXl,m is a triple cyclic covering ofS with an automorphismσ. We proved in

Lemma 5.8 thatσ∗ acts identically onφ(M) and has the trace−5 onφ(M)⊥. This implies thatσ∗ has
no eigenvectors inφ(M)⊥⊗Q, and henceφ(M)⊥ is a free module of rank 5 over the ring of Eisenstein
integersZ[ζ3]. In particular, the mapsσ∗ glue to a locally constant map on the local system with fibers
H2(Xl,m,Z). The construction of the mapG is such that if(S ′, L′

1, . . . , L
′
6) = G(X, φ) for some

(X, φ), thenρ = φ̃−1 ◦ σ∗
S′ ◦ φ̃ whereφ̃ : L→ H2(Xl,m,Z) is a cohomology marking ofX such that

φ̃|M = φ andφ̃(T ) = φ(M)⊥. As σ∗ is locally constant we conclude that there is an extensionφ̃l,m

of the markingφl,m such thatρ = φ̃−1
l,m◦σ∗◦ φ̃l,m. This shows thatG−1[(S, L1, . . . , L6)] := [(Xl,m, φ)]

belongs toK3m
M,ρ \ ∆m. It is obvious thatG−1 is the inverse ofG.

We show thatG−1 isW (E6)-equivariant, thenG = (G−1)−1 is obviously equivariant as well. The
groupW (E6) acts onMm

cub in the standard way via symmetries of the set of lines andW (E6) =
Gal(Mm

cub/Mcub). Let µ : Gal(Mm
cub/Mcub) → Aut(K3m

M,ρ \ ∆m) be the action defined via the
isomorphismG−1, obviouslyµ is injective. LetS ∈ Mcub, the main result of the section 3 (Theorem
4.9) was thatXl,m is independent of the choice of the linesl, m in S, henceµ(g) is a covering
transformation ofK3m

M,ρ \ ∆m → K3M,ρ \ ∆ for anyg ∈W (E6). Thus we have an injection:

µ : W (E6) ∼= Gal(Mm
cub/Mcub) −→ Gal(K3m

M,ρ/K3M,ρ).

Since Gal(K3m
M,ρ/K3M,ρ) ∼= W (E6) (see 6.18),µ is an isomorphism. �

7.3. The moduli space of cubic surfacesMcub is the quotient ofMm
cub by W (E6). LetW (E6)l ⊂

W (E6) ⊂ Aut(Pic(S)) be the subgroup which fixes the class of a linel on S. It is well-known that
W (E6)l

∼= W (D5), which is the semi-direct product of(Z/2)4 andS5.
The action ofS5 ⊂ W (D5) on a marking(L1, . . . , L6 = l) of a cubic surface is by permuting the

first 5 lines. The groupW (D5) is generated by these permutations and an elementc123 of order two
which acts as the standard Cremona transformation onP2 defined by the pointsp1, p2 andp3 where
π : S → P2 is the blow down of theLi andpi = π(Li). Thusc123 mapsL1 toL′

1, the strict transform
of the line onp2 andp3, and it fixesL4, L5 andL6. It also permutes the2 · 5 lines onS which meetl.
Let li be the line which maps to the line throughpi andp6 and letmi be the conic through all6 points
exceptpi. Thenc123 fixes theli andmi except for permutingl4 ↔ m5 andl5 ↔ m4. This implies that
an element inW (D5) permutes the indices and exchanges an even number ofli with an even number
of mi.

7.4. Recall from Proposition 6.11 that

Γρ/ΓM,ρ
∼= O(D) ∼= W (E6) × {±1}
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acts on the discriminant latticeD = D(T ) ∼= F5
3. The subgroup ofO(D) which consists of isometries

preserving an unordered basis (up to signs) ofD(T ) is isomorphic toW (D5)×{±1}. This provides us
with a natural copy ofW (D5) in Γρ/ΓM,ρ. Let Γ′

M,ρ be the inverse image inΓρ of this subgroup. The
groupΓ′

M,ρ acts onK3m
M,ρ by changing the markings without changing the standard elliptic fibration

defined by the marking. SinceW (D5) is a maximal subgroup ofW (E6) we see that anyw ∈W (E6)\
W (D5) does not preserve the isomorphism class of the standard elliptic fibration. This implies the
following corollaries:

7.5. Corollary. LetMcub be the moduli space of cubic surfaces. There are isomorphisms

(B \ H)/ΓM,ρ
∼= K3M,ρ \ ∆ ∼= Mcub.

LetMl
cub be the moduli space of cubic surfaces with a line. There are isomorphisms

(B \ H)/Γ′
M,ρ

∼= (K3m
M,ρ \ ∆m)/W (D5) ∼= Ml

cub.

as well as a birational isomorphism
B/Γ′

M,ρ ≃ Ml
cub

whereΓ′
M,ρ is the inverse image ofW (E6)l × {±1} ⊂W (E6) × {±1} ∼= Γρ/ΓM,ρ in Γρ.

7.6. Corollary. Assume thatS is a generic cubic surface. ThenXS has exactly27 ( = the index of
W (D5) in W (E6)) non-isomorphic standard elliptic fibrations.

8. THE GEOMETRY OF THE DISCRIMINANT LOCUS.

8.1. Here we will give a geometric interpretation of the points inK3m
M,ρ belonging to the discrim-

inant locus∆m. We know that each such point represents the isomorphism class of a non-amply
M-polarizedK3 surface(X, φ). For such a surface there is a(−2)-vectorr in φ(M)⊥ ∩ Pic(X).
This implies thatρ (cf. 6.6) can not be represented by an automorphism ofX. LetR be the sublattice
of Pic(X) generated by all(−2)-vectors inφ(M)⊥ ∩ Pic(X). ThenR is a negative definite lattice
generated by(−2)-vectors, i.e., a root lattice. HenceR is an orthogonal direct sum

R = R1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rr,

whereRi is an indecomposable root lattices of typeAm, Dn, Ek. Obviouslyρ preservesR. Sinceρ
has no non-zero fixed vectors inR, ρ preserves eachRi. ThusRi is an indecomposable root lattice
with an isometry of order 3 without non-zero fixed vectors. Inthe following we shall show that
Ri

∼= A2 andr ≤ 4 (see 8.7).

8.2. Lemma. Ri
∼= A2 for anyi.

Proof. First of all, note that the rank ofRi is even because it has an isometry of order 3 without
non-zero fixed vectors. Since the rank of Pic(X) ≤ 20, Ri is isometric toA2n, D2n, E6 or E8

(n ≤ 4). Let K be a primitive sublattice ofH2(X,Z) generated byM andR. Let l(K) be the
number of minimal generator of the 3-elementary subgroup ofK∗/K. ThenK∗/K ∼= (K⊥)∗/K⊥

andl(K) = l(K⊥) ≤ rank(K⊥). Using this observation and the factl(M) = 5, we can easily see
thatR is isometric toD4, A

⊕n
2 (1 ≤ n ≤ 4) or E6 (for example ifR = E8, thenK = M ⊕ E8 and

l(K) = 5. This contradicts to the factl(K⊥) ≤ rank(K⊥) = 2). Next we shall show thatR is not
isometric toD4. In this caseK = M ⊕ D4 and the elliptic fibration defined byM-marking has five
singular fibres of typeIV and one of typeI∗0 . This contradicts the fact that the Euler number ofK3
surface is 24. By the same argument, the caseR = E6 does not occur. �
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8.3. We remark that allRi are 3-elementary, i.e.,R∗
i /Ri

∼= (Z/3Z)l for some non-negative integerl
andρ acts trivially onR∗

i /Ri.
Let

T ′ = (φ(M) ⊕ R)⊥, S = (T ′)⊥ (⊂ H2(X,Z)).

ThusS is the smallest primitive sublattice ofH2(X,Z) containingφ(M) ⊕ R. By definition, the
latticeT ′ ∩ Pic(X) contains no(−2)-vectors.

8.4. Lemma. Let (X, φ) be an(M, ρ)-polarizedK3 surface. LetS, R, T ′ be as above. ThenS, T ′

are 3-elementary lattices, andρ acts trivially on(T ′)∗/T ′. MoreoverX has an automorphismσ′ of
order three such thatS = H2(X,Z)(σ′)∗ .

Proof. We have a chain of lattices:

φ(M) ⊕R ⊂ S ⊂ S∗ ⊂ (φ(M) ⊕ R)∗

andS∗/S ∼= (S∗/(φ(M) ⊕ R))/(S/(φ(M) ⊕ R)). SinceM andR are 3-elementary,S is a 3-
elementary lattice, i.e.,S∗/S ∼= (Z/3Z)l. Sinceρ acts trivially on(φ(M) ⊕ R)∗/(φ(M) ⊕ R) ∼=
φ(M)∗/φ(M) ⊕ R∗/R, ρ acts trivially onS∗/S. SinceT ′ is the orthogonal complement ofS in
unimodular latticeH2(X,Z), T ′ is 3-elementary andρ acts trivially on(T ′)∗/T ′ (see Nikulin [N1],
Proposition 1.6.1). Hence the isometry(1S, ρ | T ′) can be extended to an isometryρ′ of H2(X,Z)
(Nikulin [N1], Corollary 1.5.2). Thenρ′ is represented by an automorphismσ′ of X (see [Na],
Theorem 3.1). �

The following fact was first observed by Vorontsov [Vor].

8.5. Lemma. We keep the same assumption as in Lemma 8.4. Define a non-negative integerl(T ′)
by: (T ′)∗/T ′ ∼= (Z/3Z)l(T ′). Then

rank(T ′) ≥ 2l(T ′).

Proof. Let x ∈ T ′. Since

(x, ρ′(x)) = (ρ′(x), (ρ′)2(x)) = (ρ′(x),−x− ρ′(x)),

we get2(x, ρ(x)) = −(x, x). Hencex andρ′(x) generate a sublatticeA2(m), wherem = (x, x).
From this we can find a sublatticeK = A2(m1) ⊕ · · · ⊕ A2(mk) of T ′ of finite index. Moreover
we have(T ′)∗/T ′ ∼= ((T ′)∗/K)/(T ′/K). If mi is not divisible by 3, the contribution fromA2(mi)
to l(T ′) is at most 1. In casemi is divisible by 3, the fixed part underρ′ in A2(mi)

∗/A2(mi) is
Z/3Z. Sinceρ acts trivially on(T ′)∗/T ′, the contribution fromA2(mi) is at most 1. This implies the
assertion. �

8.6. Lemma. We keep the same notation as in Lemma 8.4. ThenR ∼= A⊕r
2 andl(S) = 5 − r.

Proof. Let
R = R1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rr

be the orthogonal decomposition ofR into indecomposable root latticesRi. We know thatRi

is isomorphic toA2 (Lemma 8.2). ObviouslyR∗
i /Ri is Z/3Z. SinceS∗/S ∼= (S∗/(φ(M) ⊕

R))/(S/(φ(M) ⊕ R)), we havel(T ′) = l(S) ≥ (l(M) + r) − 2r = 5 − r. On the other hand,
it follows from Lemma 8.5 that10 − 2r ≥ rank(T ′) ≥ 2l(T ′). Hencel(S) = 5 − r. �

Let us summarize the previous lemmas by stating the following:
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8.7. Theorem. Let (X, φ) ∈ K3m
M,ρ. ThenX admits an automorphismσ′ of order 3 such that

H2(X,Z)(σ′)∗ = S, the smallest primitive sublattice of Pic(X) which containsφ(M) and the sublat-
ticeR generated by all(−2)-vectors inφ(M)⊥∩Pic(X). The sublatticesφ(M) andR are orthogonal
to each other and the latticeR is isomorphic tor (≤ 4) copies of the latticeA2. The numberr will
be called thedegeneracy rankof (X, φ) .

The degeneracy rank of(X, φ) is equal to the number of nodes of the associated nodal cubic surface
(see 2.15). This is easy to see from Table 2 by computing the quotient ofM(t) byM = U ⊕A⊕5

2 and
comparing the result with the value ofr in Table 1. The next theorem generalizes Lemma 6.21.

8.8. Theorem. Let [(X, φ)] ∈ K3m
M,ρ. Then theM-markingφ ofX defines an elliptic fibration. Its

singular fibres are given in the column Kodaira fibres of Table1 from above. The Picard latticeSX

and its lattice of transcendental cyclesTX can be found in the corresponding rows of Table 2 (under
the assumption in Proposition 5.3). The degeneracy level isgiven in the columnr in Table 1.

Proof. By the same arguments as in 6.19, 6.20, theM-marking onX defines an elliptic fibration with
a section. The proof of the assertion about possible combinations of singular fibres is very similar to
the proof of Lemma 6.21 and is omitted. The description of thetranscendental lattice follows from
the following easy facts:

qE6
= −qA2

, qA2(−1) = −qA2
, qA2

⊕ qA2
= qA2(−1) ⊕ qA2(−1), qA2(−2) = qD4

⊕ qA2

and Theorem 1.14.2 from [N1]. �

8.9. The Eckardt locus. Let [(X, φ)] ∈ K3m
M,ρ \∆m. We know that the corresponding marked cubic

surface(S, L1, . . . , L6) has an Eckardt point on the unique linel intersectingL1, . . . , L5 if and only
if the standard elliptic fibrationΦφ on (X, φ) has a fibre of typeI∗0 . In that caseφ(M) 6= Pic(X),
but for generalS with such property, the orthogonal complementφ(M)⊥Pic(X) of φ(M) in Pic(X) is
isomorphic toA2(2). In fact if F = 2E0 + E1 + . . . + E4 is the fibre of typeI∗0 andE4 meets the
section, thenφ(M)⊥Pic(X) is spanned byE1 − E2 andE2 −E3.

The involutionτ (cf. 5.6) defined by the elliptic fibration also acts onφ(M), via ι = τ ∗, in a
different way. If all fibres are of typeIV , then the action ofι onφ(M) ∼= U⊕A5

2 permutes the simple
root basis in each copy ofA2. LetN = φ(M)ι be the sublattice of the invariant elements, then

N ∼= U ⊕ A5
1.

However, if one of the fibres is of typeI∗0 , thenφ(M)ι ∼= U ⊕A2 ⊕A4
1. The orthogonal complement

of φ(N) in φ(M)ι is spanned by the class of the divisorE1 + E2 + E3. Also r = [E1] ∈ φ(N)⊥L but
not inφ(M).

For any(−2)-vectorr ∈ N⊥ \ T ⊂ L consider the hyperplaner⊥ in P(V+) of lines orthogonal to
r. LetH(r)ι be the intersection of this hyperplane with the ballB ⊂ P(V+). LetHι be the union of
the hyperplanesH(r)ι. If an ample(M, ρ)-marked surface(V, φ) has a fibre of typeI∗0 in its standard
elliptic fibrationΦφ, then its period belongs toHι. Let ∆m

ι (resp. in∆ι) be the image ofHι in K3m
M,ρ

(resp. inK3M,ρ). In this notation we have

8.10. Theorem. Under the isomorphismMcub
∼= K3M,ρ \∆, the image of the locus of smooth cubic

surfaces with Eckardt points (the Eckardt locus) is mapped to ∆ι \ (∆ ∩ ∆ι).
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8.11. It is well-known that any nonsingular cubic surface contains 45 tritangent planes, i.e. plane
sections which split into the union of three lines. A markingof a cubic surface defines an order on
the set of tritangent planes. LetEi be the locus of points inMm

cub corresponding to marked cubic
surfaces which contain an Eckardt point in thei-th tritangent plane. The Weyl groupW (E6) acts on
Mm

cub and permutes the lociEi’s transitively. Let(S, L1, . . . , L6) be a marked cubic surface and let
Mi be the line onS which meetsLi andLi+3 for i = 1, 2, 3 but none of the otherLj . TheMi lie
in a tritangent plane and they meet in a point if and only if thepointsp1, . . . , p6 ∈ P2 obtained by
blowing down theLi are such that the three lines〈pi, pi+3〉 (the images of theMi), intersect at some
point q. Let Ej be the corresponding component of the Eckardt locus inMm

cub. Its pre-imageZ in
(P2)6 consists of 6-tuples of points(p1, . . . , p6) such that the lines〈pi, pi+3〉, i = 1, 2, 3 intersect. The
assigning the intersection pointq defines a surjective map fromZ to P2 whose fibres, as is easy to
see, are irreducible. This shows thatZ, and henceEj is irreducible. The image of eachEi in Mcub is
then an irreducible hypersurface.

The irreducibility of the Eckardt locus in 8.16 follows alsofrom our ball uniformization ofMcub.
We follow the proof given in [AF].

8.12. Lemma. LetD = T ∗/T be the discriminant group ofT as in 5.1 and letN = M ι. The group
W (E6) = O(D)/{±1} acts transitively on the subsets of(D − {0})/{±1} of vectors of the same
norm. There are three such subsets.

(i) The set of vectors of norm0 has40 elements. Each non-zero isotropic vector is represented
by (e+ 2ρ(e))/3, wheree ∈ T is a primitive isotropic vector.

(ii) The set of vectors of norm−2/3 has36 elements. Each(−2/3)-vector is represented by a
vector(r + 2ρ(r))/3 in T ∗ with r ∈ T , r2 = −2 and(r, ρ(r)) = 1.

(iii) The set of vectors of norm−4/3 has45 elements. Each(−4/3)-vector inD(T ) is represented
by r′′ wherer = r′ + r′′ ∈ N⊥ \ T is a (−2)-vector andr′, r′′ is the projection ofr into
(N⊥ ∩M)∗, T ∗ respectively.

Proof. If we considerT as a free Hermitian moduleΛ overZ[ζ3] (see 6.9), then [ACT, AF] define an
isotropic vector, a short vector and a long vector as a vectorwith Hermitian square equal to0,−1,−2,
respectively. The images of these vectors inT ∗ with respect to the isomorphismh : Λ → T ∗ (6.1)
are vectors with square0,−2

3
,−4

3
, respectively. It is proven in [AF], Proposition 2.1 that there are

exactly threeΓρ-orbits of the images of these vectors inD(T ). Their cardinality is 40, 36 and 45,
respectively. This gives three orbits of O(D(T )) in D(T ) of the same cardinality. The assertions (i)
and (ii) follow from the explicit formula for the isomorphism h (6.1). To prove (iii), we consider an
ample(M, ρ)-polarizedK3 surfaceX whose standard elliptic fibration acquires a fibre of typeI∗0 . Let
φ̃ : L → H2(X,Z) be a cohomology marking with̃φ|M = φ. In the notation of 8.9, we may assume
that the image of the first copy ofA2 of M in Pic(X) is spanned byE0 andE0 + E1 + E2 + E3. Let
r = φ̃−1([E1]). Thenr ∈ N⊥ \T andr′ = 1

3
(r+ρ(r)+ρ2(r)) = 1

3
φ̃−1(E1 +E2 +E3) ∈ (M ∩N⊥)∗.

We easily check thatr′2 = −2
3
. Thenr′′ = r − r′ ∈ T ∗ and(r′′)2 = −4

3
. �

8.13. Moduli interpretation. Consider the threeΓρ-orbits of vectors fromT ∗:

(1) 1
3
(e+ 2ρ(e)), wheree is a primitive isotropic vector inT ;

(2) 1
3
(r + 2ρ(r)), wherer is a(−2)-vector inT (this corresponds to a short root inΛ);

(3) r′′ equal to the projection of a(−2)-vectorr ∈ N⊥ \ T (this corresponds to a long root inΛ).
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Each vectorv ∈ T ∗ defines a hyperplanev⊥ in P(V+) of lines orthogonal tov. So, we have three
Γρ-orbits of such hyperplanes corresponding to vectors from the above list. It is shown in [AF] that
there is a bijective correspondence between theΓM,ρ-orbits of these vectors and their images inD(T ).
Thus eachΓρ-orbit consists of40, 36, 45 ΓM,ρ-orbits, respectively.

8.14. The boundary divisors. We know that the discriminantH is equal to the union of hyperplanes
H(r) = r⊥ ∩ B, wherer is a(−2)-vector fromT . For anyx ∈ V+, we can easily see that(r, x) = 0
if and only if (r + 2ρ(r), x) = 0. This shows that the hyperplane corresponding to a vector oftype
(2) in 8.13 is one of the hyperplanesH(r). Thus the discriminant locus∆m in K3m

M,ρ consists of 36
hypersurfaces∆m

α (α ∈ D/{±1} with norm−2/3) which are permuted transitively byW (E6). The
discriminant locus∆ in K3M,ρ is irreducible.

It is well-known that the stabilizer of each∆m
α in W (E6) isS6 ×Z/2Z (see 2.10). Letα1, ..., αr be

mutually orthogonalr (−2/3)-vectors inD(T ) (1 ≤ r ≤ 4). These vectors correspond to a sublattice
R = Ar

2 in T . Let
∆m

α1,...,αr
= ∆m

α1
∩ · · · ∩ ∆m

αr
.

It parametrizes the markedK3 surfaces whose periods are orthogonal toR.
We fix an orthogonal basis{αi} of D such thatqT (αi) = −4/3. This defines an isomorphism of

quadratic forms
D ≃ F5

3

where the quadratic formq onF5
3 is given by

q(0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0) = −4/3.

Recall that the stabilizer of a basis ofD in W (E6) isW (D5) ≃ (Z/2Z)4 · S5.
On the other hand, recall that the stabilizerGk in W (E6) of k mutually orthogonal(−2/3)-vectors

in D is S6 × Z/2Z, (Z/2Z)2 × S4 × Z/2Z, (Z/2Z)3 × S3 × Z/2Z, (Z/2Z)4 · S4 for k = 1, 2, 3, 4
respectively (see 2.10).

Now we list theW (D5)-orbits of mutually orthogonalk (−2/3)-vectors inD:

(i) There are 36(−2/3)-vectors inD which are divided into two orbits. One consists of 16 vectors
containing(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and another consists of 20 vectors containing(1, 1, 0, 0, 0).

The stabilizer inW (D5) of (1, 1, 1, 1, 1) isS5, and that of(1, 1, 0, 0, 0) is (Z/2Z)3 · (S2×S3). Note
that the sum of indices of these groups inG1 is 12+15 = 27. The orbit of cardinality 20 corresponds
to markings such that the marked line does not contain the node. For example, if the line corresponds
to e6 under a geometric marking defined by(e1, . . . , e6), then the effective class corresponding to the
node could be either of typeei − ej , 1 ≤ i < j < 6 or e0 − ei − ej − ek, 1 ≤ i < j < k < 6.

(ii) There are four types of mutually orthogonal pairs of(−2/3)-vectors inD:

{(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1,−1, 0, 0, 0)}, {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (−1, 1, 1, 1, 1)},
{(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1, 0)}, {(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (−1, 1, 0, 0, 0)}.

The stabilizer inW (D5) of the first one isS2 × S3, the second is(Z/2Z) × S4, the third is(Z/2Z)2 ·
(S2 × S2) · S2, and the fourth is(Z/2Z)4 · (S2 × S3). The sum of indices of these groups inG2 is
16 + 4 + 6 + 1 = 27.

(iii) There are three types of mutually orthogonal triples of (−2/3)-vectors inD:

{(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1,−1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1,−1, 0)}, {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (−1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (0,−1, 1, 0, 0)},
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{(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (−1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1, 0)}.
The stabilizer inW (D5) of the first one is(S2 × S2) · S2, the second is(Z/2Z) · (S2 × S2), and the
third is (Z/2Z)3 · (S2 × S2). The sum of indices of these groups inG3 is 12 + 12 + 3 = 27.

(iv) There are two types of mutually orthogonal 4-tuples of(−2/3)-vectors inD:

{(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (−1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (0,−1, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0,−1, 1)},
{(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (−1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1, 0), (0, 0,−1, 1, 0)}.

The stabilizer inW (D5) of the first one is(Z/2Z) · (S2 × S2) · S2, and the second is(Z/2Z)4 · (S2 ×
S2) · S2. The sum of indices of these groups inG4 is 24 + 3 = 27.

Let ∆k be the image in∆ of all ∆m
α1,...,αk

where{α1, ..., αk} is a set of mutually orthogonalk
(−2/3)-vectors inD. Then the discriminant locus∆ in K3M,ρ has the following stratification:

∆ = ∆1 ∪ ∆2 ∪ ∆3 ∪ ∆4.

Similarly ∆′ = ∆m/W (D5) in K3m
M,ρ/W (D5) has the following stratification

∆′ = ∆′
1 ∪ ∆′

2 ∪ ∆′
3 ∪ ∆′

4;

∆′
1 = ∆

(1)
1 ∪ ∆

(2)
1 ;

∆′
2 = ∆

(1)
2 ∪ ∆

(2)
2 ∪ ∆

(3)
2 ∪ ∆

(4)
2 ;

∆′
3 = ∆

(1)
3 ∪ ∆

(2)
3 ∪ ∆

(3)
3 ;

∆′
4 = ∆

(1)
4 ∪ ∆

(2)
4 .

Here∆
(r)
k is the image of∆m

α1,...,αk
where{α1, ..., αk} is as follows:

In case∆(1)
1 , {α1} = {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1)};

In case∆(2)
1 , {α1} = {(1, 1, 0, 0, 0)};

In case∆(1)
2 , {α1, α2} = {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1,−1, 0, 0, 0)};

In case∆(2)
2 , {α1, α2} = {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (−1, 1, 1, 1, 1)};

In case∆(3)
2 , {α1, α2} = {(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1, 0)};

In case∆(4)
2 , {α1, α2} = {(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (−1, 1, 0, 0, 0)};

In case∆(1)
3 , {α1, α2, α3} = {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (1,−1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1,−1, 0)};

In case∆(2)
3 , {α1, α2, α3} = {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (−1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (0,−1, 1, 0, 0)};

In case∆(3)
3 , {α1, α2, α3} = {(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (−1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1, 0)};

In case∆(1)
4 , {α1, ..., α4} = {(1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (−1, 1, 1, 1, 1), (0,−1, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 0,−1, 1)};

In case∆(2)
4 , {α1, ..., α4} = {(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (−1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 1, 0), (0, 0,−1, 1, 0)}.

Now we conclude

8.15. Remark. For eachk, the degree of the natural map∆′
k → ∆k is 27.
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8.16. Eckardt loci. If v is of type (3) in 8.13 the hyperplanev⊥ ∩ B is equal to the hyperplane
H(r)ι defined in 8.9. Thus we obtain that the image of the Eckardt locus∆m

ι in K3m
M,ρ consists of 45

irreducible hypersurfaces. The Eckardt locus∆ι in K3M,ρ is irreducible. This shows that the Eckardt
locus inMcub is irreducible (as promised).

8.17. Cusps. For a non-zero isotropic vectore in T we define a totally isotropic sublattice

I(e) := 〈e, ρ(e)〉 (⊂ T ).

Then B̄ ∩ (P(I(e) ⊗ C) is a cusp ofB (i.e. a rational boundary component), and any cusp ofB
corresponding to a parabolic subgroup ofΓρ is obtained in this manner. Thus we obtain that the
Satake-Baily-Borel compactification ofK3m

M,ρ = B/ΓM,ρ (resp. K3M,ρ = B/Γρ) is obtained by
adding 40 cusps (resp. one cusp).

9. EXTENSION OF THE ISOMORPHISM TO THE BOUNDARIES

The purpose of this section is to extend the isomorphismsK3m
M,ρ \ ∆m → Mm

cub to aW (E6)-
equivariant isomorphism

K3m
M,ρ −→ Mm

ncub.

First we will prove the following.

9.1. Theorem. The isomorphismf : (K3m
M,ρ \ ∆m)/W (D5) −→ Ml

cub extends to an isomorphism:

K3m
M,ρ/W (D5)

∼=−→ Ml
ncub.

Proof. It follows easily from Theorem 8.8 that the standard elliptic fibration defined by(X, φ) ∈
K3m

M,ρ has Weierstrass form (4.5). LetE be the moduli space of such elliptic fibrations. This defines
a natural map fromK3m

M,ρ to E which obviously factors through a mapK3m
M,ρ/W (D5) to E . By

Corollary 4.11, we have a natural isomorphismE ∼= Ml
ncub. It follows from the construction that

the composition of these maps restricted to the complement of ∆m coincides with the isomorphism
from Corollary 7.5. Thus it suffices to show that the mapK3m

M,ρ/W (D5) → E is an isomorphism.
To construct the inverse we have to define a marking on an elliptic K3 surfaceX from E . We may
assume thatX = XS,l for some nodal cubic surfaceS, and the elliptic fibration is defined by the
pencil of planes throughl. We have a linem skew tol such thatW (D5) corresponds to its stabilizer
in W (E6).

Recall that the ellipticK3 surfaceXS,l is isomorphic to a minimal resolution of the double cover
of P2 branched along the curve

x2(F2(x0, x1)x
3
2 + F5(x0, x1)) = 0

and the elliptic pencilf : XS,l → P1 is defined by the pencil of lines through the pointp = (0, 0, 1).
We shall define aM-marking of the ellipticK3 surfaceXS,l ≃ XS,l,m.

First note thatf has a section corresponding to the linex2 = 0 orm. This section and the class of
a fibre off define the hyperbolic planeU . Thus it suffices to give an embedding ofA5

2 into Pic(XS,l).
If f has a singular fibre of typeIV or of typeI∗0 , the triple cover construction ofXS,l,m determines an
embedding ofA2 in Pic(XS,l) as in the smooth case. Iff has a singular fibre of typeIV ∗ or of type
II∗, then we take and fix embeddings

φ1 : A2 → Pic(XS,l), φ2 : A2
2 → Pic(XS,l), φ3 : A2

2 → Pic(XS,l)
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as follows:φ1, φ2 sends simple roots to effective(−2)-curves on the singular fibre of typeIV ∗ which
do not meet the section, andφ3 sends simple roots to effective(−2)-curves on the singular fibre of
typeII∗ which do not meet the section. Now we define aM-marking ofXS,l according to types of
lines onS listed in 2.16 (they determine the SL(2)-orbit of the stable pair(F5, F2) and the degenerate
fibres off ).

Cases 1, 2, 3: In these casesS is smooth and the marking has already been defined in the proofof
Theorem 7.2. Recall that in the case 1), the subgroup ofW (E6) which preserves the elliptic fibration
is the groupW (D5) ≃ (Z/2Z)4 · S5, cf. 7.3.

Case 4: in this case, five roots ofF5 gives five singular fibres of typeIV . Thus we have aM-
marking

φ : M → Pic(X)

determined by the triple cover construction by sendingA5
2 to the sublattice generated by ten compo-

nents of these five singular fibres not meeting the section. The multi-section splits into two disjoint
section and hence the stabilizer ofφ in W (D5) is S5.

Case 5: in this case, three simple roots ofF5 give three singular fibres of typeIV and one multiple
root ofF5 gives a singular fibre of typeIV ∗. Usingφ2, we have aM-markingφ. The stabilizer ofφ
in W (D5) is (Z/2Z)3 · (S2 × S3).

Cases 6, 7: these cases are mixed one of case 2) and case 5).

Case 8: this case is the mixed one of case 4) and case 5). The stabilizer of φ in W (D5) isS2 × S3.

Case 8*: in this case, the common root ofF2 andF5 gives a singular fibre of typeIV ∗ and the
remaining simple roots ofF5 give four singular fibres of typeIV . Usingφ1, we have aM-marking
φ. The stabilizer ofφ in W (D5) is Z/2Z × S4.

Case 9: this case is the mixed one of case 5). The stabilizer ofW (D5) is (Z/2Z)2 · (S2 × S2) · S2.

Case 10: the common root ofF2 andF5 gives a singular fibre of typeII∗ and the remaining three
roots ofF5 give three singular fibres of typeIV . Usingφ3, we have aM-markingφ. The stabilizer
of φ in W (D5) is (Z/2Z)4 · (S2 × S3).

Case 11: this case is the mixed one of case 2) and case 5).

Case 12: this case is the mixed one of case 2) and case 10).

Case 13: this case is the mixed one of case 4) and case 5). The stabilizer of φ in W (D5) is
(S2 × S2) · S2.

Case 13*: this case is the mixed one of case 5) and case 8*). Thestabilizer ofφ in W (D5) is
Z/2Z · (S2 × S2).

Case 14: this case is the mixed one of case 5) and case 10). The stabilizer of φ in W (D5) is
(Z/2Z)3 · (S2 × S2).

Case 15: this case is the mixed one of case 2), case 5) and case 10).

Case 16: this case is the mixed one of case 5) and case 8*). The stabilizer of φ in W (D5) is
Z/2Z · (S2 × S2) · S2.

Case 17: this case is the mixed one of case 10). The stabilizerof φ in W (D5) is (Z/2Z)4 · (S2 ×
S2) · S2.
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Thus we have defined aM-markingφ of XS,l modulo the action ofW (D5). It gives the period
of (XS,l, φ) in B as in the case of smooth cubic surfaces. Recall thatO(E6)/{±1} ≃ W (E6) and
O(E8) ≃ W (E8). Since a reflection inO(M(t)) acts trivially on the discriminant group ofM(t) (for
M(t) see 5.2), it can be extended to an isometry ofL acting trivially onT (t). Now we can easily see
that the image of the period of(XS,l, φ) in K3m

M,ρ/W (D5) is independent of the choice ofφ1, φ2, φ3.
This defines the inverse mapE → K3m

M,ρ/W (D5) and proves the theorem. �

9.2. Remark. If S has a node, the period defines a point[XS,l] in ∆′. More precisely:

In the case 4, two singular fibres of typeII degenerate to a singular fibre of typeIV and the
multi-section splits into two disjoint sectionss1, s2. The projection of the class ofs1 in D is of type
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1). Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆

(1)
1 .

In the cases 5, 6, 7, two singular fibres of typeIV degenerate to a singular fibre of typeIV ∗.
The projection of some component of the singular fibre of typeIV ∗ is of type(1, 1, 0, 0, 0). Hence
[XS,l] ∈ ∆

(2)
1 .

The case 8 is the mixed one of cases 4 and 5. Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆
(1)
2 .

In the case 8*, two singular fibres of typeII and a fibre of typeIV degenerate to a singular fibre
of typeIV ∗, and the multi-section splits into two disjoint sectionss1, s2. The projections ofs1 is of
type(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) and that of a component of the fibre of typeIV ∗ is of type(1, 0, 0, 0, 0). Combining
these two(−2/3)- and(−4/3)-vectors, we have a vector of type(−1, 1, 1, 1, 1). Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆

(2)
2 .

The cases 9, 11 are the mixed ones of case 5. Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆
(3)
2 .

In the cases 10, 12, two singular fibres of typeIV and one fibre of typeII degenerate to a singular
fibre of typeII∗. The projections of some two components of the fibre of typeII∗ are of type
(1, 1, 0, 0, 0), (1,−1, 0, 0, 0). Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆

(4)
2 .

The case 13 is the mixed one of cases 5 and 8. Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆
(1)
3 .

The case 13* is the mixed one of cases 5 and 8*. Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆
(2)
3 .

The cases 14, 15 are the mixed one of cases 5 and 10. Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆
(3)
3 .

The case 16 is the mixed one of cases 5 and 13*. Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆
(1)
4 .

The case 17 is the mixed one of cases 10 and 14. Hence[XS,l] ∈ ∆
(2)
4 .

9.3. Theorem. The isomorphismK3m
M,ρ\∆m ∼= Mm

cub extends to aW (E6)-equivariant isomorphism

K3m
M,ρ

∼= Mm
ncub.

Passing to the quotients it defines an isomorphism

K3M,ρ
∼= Mncub.
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Proof. The isomorphismK3m
M,ρ/W (D5) ∼= Mm

ncub = Mm
ncub/W (D5) constructed in Theorem 9.1

lifts to a W (E6)-equivariant isomorphismK3m
M,ρ

∼= Mm
ncub. In fact, this is true for open Zariski

subsets defined by nonsingular cubic surfaces, hence each ofthe varieties is the normalization of the
quotient in the field of rational functionsC(K3m

M,ρ) = C(Mm
ncub). Now we have an isomorphismα of

varieties which defines a birational isomorphism ofW (E6)-varieties. Obviously, it is an isomorphism
ofW (E6)-varieties (for eachg ∈W (E6) the mapsg ◦α andα◦g coincide on an open Zariski subset,
hence coincide everywhere). �

9.4. Corollary. The isomorphism

(B \ H)/ΓM,ρ
∼= Mcub

from Corollary 7.5 extends to an isomorphism

B/ΓM,ρ
∼= Mncub.

9.5. Remark. The isomorphismMncub
∼= K3M,ρ can be extended to the compactification obtained

by adding one strictly-semistable point. The image of this point goes to the cusp of the ball quotient.
The correspondingK3 surface is isomorphic to the double cover ofP2 ramified along the sextic curve

t2(L1(t0, t1)
3L2(t0, t1)

2 + t32L2(t0, t1)
2) = 0,

whereL1, L2 are independent linear forms. This sextic appears as a semistable sextic in Shah [Sha],
Theorem 2.4, Group II, (2). Its double cover is a Type II degeneration ofK3 surfaces, i.e. correspond-
ing to a point on an 1-dimensional rational boundary component of the period domain of polarized
K3 surfaces of degree 2 (= a bounded symmetric domain of type IV and of dimension 19). The
1-dimensional rational boundary components of a bounded symmetric domain of type IV bijectively
correspond to the set of totally isotropic primitive sublattices of rank 2 of its underlying lattice of
signature(2, r). In our situation,ρ-invariant totally isotropic primitive sublattices of rank 2 of T cor-
respond to the set of cusps ofB. Thus the semistable points of type(6, 6) correspond to the boundary
of the Satake’s compactification ofB/ΓM,ρ.

The strictly semistable cubic surface defined by

(9.1) X3
3 −X0X1X2 = 0

(cf. [ACT] (4.6)) has three double rational points of typeA2 and has only three lines which lie in one
Aut(S)-orbit. This defines three planes in the cubic fourfoldX defined byX3

5 +X3
4 +X3

3−X0X1X2 =
0 (one such plane isΠ : X2 = X3 = X4 +X5 = 0) and projection away from such a plane defines a
quadric bundle structure onX. The discriminant curve is easily computed and is a sextic asabove.

It follows from Proposition 3.2 that the pair(F5, F2) = (L3
1L

2
2, L

2
2) represents a semi-stable but not

stable point inP(V (5)) × P(V (2)) whose orbit is closed in the set of semi-stable points. The corre-
sponding point in

(

P(V (5)) × P(V (2))
)ss
//SL(2) compactifies

(

P(V (5)) × P(V (2))
)s
/SL(2). Thus

we see thatMl
ncub admits a one-point compactification corresponding to the surface (9.1) together

with its unique (up to automorphism) line.
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9.6. Configurations of 7 points inP1. Recall from Theorem 3.4 that we have a natural isomorphism

Ml
ncub

∼=
(

P(V (5)) × P(V (2))
)s
/SL(2),

where
(

P(V (5))×P(V (2))
)′

is the open subset corresponding to stable pairs of binary forms(F5, F2).
Consider the product(P1)

7 as the product(P1)5 × (P1)2. We have an isomorphism

ψ : (P1)7/S5 × S2 → P(V (5)) × P(V (2)).

Let p : (P1)7 → P(V (5)) × P(V (2)) be the composition of the quotient map andψ and

L = p∗
(

OP(V (5))(2) ⊠ OP(V (2))(1)
) ∼= ⊠

5
i=1OP1(2) ⊗ (OP1(1) ⊠ OP1(1)).

Since the stability is preserved under the action of finite groups, we see that semi-stable (stable) points
in P(V (5))×P(V (2)) with respect to the action of SL(2) and the linearization defined by the invertible
sheafOP(V (5))(2) ⊠ OP(V (1))(1) correspond to semi-stable (stable) points in(P1)

7 with respect to the
diagonal action of SL(2) and the linearization defined by the line bundleL. Let

P1(2
5, 1, 1) =

(

(P1)
7
)s
/SL(2).

We have
(

P(V (5)) × P(V (2))
)s
/SL(2) ∼= P1(2

5, 1, 1)/S5 × S2.

We know thatMl
ncub = Mm

ncub/W (D5). The groupW (D5) is equal to the semi-direct product
(Z/2Z)4 ⋉ S5. HereS5 is the subgroup ofW (D5) which acts on markings on nonsingular sur-
faces by permuting the divisor classese1, . . . , e5. It stabilizes the divisor class2e0 − e1 − . . .− e5 of
a line l. The subgroupH = (Z/2Z)4 is generated by the conjugates of the product of two commut-
ing reflectionsse0−e1−e2−e6

◦ se1−e2
. Let l′i be the lines representing the classese0 − ei − e6. Then

H acts by switching even number ofli’s with l′i’s. The proof of Theorem 3.4 shows that the map
Ml

ncub→
(

P(V5) × P(V2)
)′
/SL(2) induces aS5-equivariant isomorphism

Mm
ncub/H

∼= P1(2
5, 1, 1)/S2.

9.7. Monodromy groups. According to Deligne and Mostow [DM], the varietyP1(2
5, 1, 1) is iso-

morphic to the quotient of a complex 4 ball by a reflection subgroupΠ′ corresponding to hypergeo-
metric function defined by the multi-valued form

ω = z−1/6[(z − 1)(z − a1)(z − a2)(z − a3)(z − a4)]
−1/3dz.

They also show thatΠ′ andS2 generate a reflection subgroupΠ such that the ball quotient is isomor-
phic toP1(2

5, 1, 1)/S2. As shown in 4.15,X is the minimal model of a quotient(C × E)/(Z/6Z).
This correspondence gives us an isogeny between our groupΓρ andΠ.

10. HALF TWISTS.

10.1. To a smooth cubic surfaceS one can associate a principally polarized Hodge structure of
rank 10 and weight 1, it isH1(P,Z) whereP is the intermediate Jacobian of the cubic threefoldV
(cf. 4.13) associated toS. In [ACT], see also [MT], it is shown that this Hodge structure, with its
automorphism of order three, determinesS.

The automorphism of order three defines the structure of a freeZ[ζ ]-module onH1(P,Z). It defines
eigenspacesH1,0(P )χ andH1,0(P )χ̄ of dimension4 and1 respectively. This allows one to define a
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weight two Hodge structureW , with Hodge numbers(1, 8, 1), and with the same underlying lattice
W = H1(P,Z) as follows:

W 2,0 = H1,0(P )χ̄, W 1,1 = H1,0(P )χ ⊕H0,1(P )χ̄, W 0,2 = H0,1(P )χ,

in fact it is easy to check thatW p,q = W q,p. The automorphism of order three ofH1(P,Z) pre-
serves this decomposition, hence alsoW has an automorphism of order three. The polarizationE on
H1(P,Z) defines aQ[ζ3]-valued Hermitian formH onH1(P,Z) ∼= Z[ζ3]

5 (cf. [ACT]) with imaginary
partE. The real partQ of H is a polarization ofW . The lattice(W,Q) is of typeA4

2 ⊕A2(−1). The
polarized Hodge structure(W,Q) is the (negative) half twist of(H1(P,Z), E) ([vG1]).

10.2. The lattice(W,Q) ∼= A⊕4
2 ⊕ A2(−1) has a unique (up to an isometry) embedding in theK3

latticeL and the automorphism of order three onW extends to an automorphism of order three on the
K3 lattice. The polarized Hodge structure(W,Q) is invariant under this automorphism and defines
aK3 surface with an automorphism of order three. So the half twist of H1(P,Z) provides a purely
Hodge theoretic approach to theK3 surfaces which were constructed as triple covers of cubic surfaces
in this paper.
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